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Abstract 

In "Principia Mathematica" [16J, B. Russell and A.N. Whitehead propose a type system 
for higher order logic. This system has beco~e known under the name "ramified type theory". 
It was invented to avoid the paradoxes, whic~ could be conducted from Frege's "Begriffschrift" 
[6]. 
We give a formalization of the ramified type theory as described in the Principia Mathematica, 
trying to keep it as close as possible to the jdeas of the Principia. 
As an alternative, distancing ourselves frorri the Principia, we express notions from the ram
ified type theory in a lambda calculus style, thus clarifying the type system of Russell and 
Whitehead in a contemporary setting. 
Both formalizations are inspired by current sievelopments in research on type theory and typed 
lambda calculus; see e.g. [2]. In these formatizations) and also when defining "truth", we will 
need the notion of substitution. As substitl!-tion is not formally defined in the Principia, we 
ha.ve to define it ourselves. Finally, the reaction by Hilbert and Ackermann in [8] on the 
ramified theory of types, resulting in the "s~mple type theory", is described. 
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1 Introduction 

In 1879, Gottlob Frege published the "Begriffschrift" ([6]), in which, for the first time in history, 
logic was put into a formal system. Unfortunately for Frege, Bertrand Russell proved in 1902 that 
the system of the "Begriffschrift" is inconsistent.' Russell's proof has become known under the 
name ((Russell Paradox". 
Though this paradox was not the first one and certainly not the only one in the history of logic 
and mathematics ([3], Chapter 17, presents a list of paradoxes), Russell's paradox is regarded as 
the most fundamental one (for instance in [5], pp. 1-7): it is a paradox that arises at the most 
elementary level of logic. 

A solution to this paradox had to be found, and one of these solutions was proposed by Russell 
himself: the theory of (ramified) types. 
Russell remarks2 that "An analysis ofihe paradoxes io be avoided shows that they all result from a 
certain kind 0/ vicious circle. The vicious circles in question arise from supposing that a collection 
of objects may contain members which can only be defined by means of the collection as a whole.". 
He avoids this kind of collections by postulati~g the "vicious circle principle": ' 

Vicious Circle Principle 1.1 Whatever involves all of a collection must not be one of the col
lection 

With regard to propositions and propositiona~ functions this vicious circle principle results in the 
Theory of Ramified Types" 
Russell shows that the Russell Paradox, and some other paradoxes, can not be derived when one 
accepts the vicious circle principle and the theory of ramified types4 . 

The Theory of Types was introduced in [l1J (1908) and in the famous "Principia Mathematica" 
([16], 1910-1912). In the "Principia", Russell and Whitehead try to base the whole of mathematics 
on logic. The result is a very formal and accurate build-up of mathematics. 
But the fundamentals, among which the theory of types, are not presented that formally. There 
is no formal definition of type, and no formal pefinition of proposition or "logic formula" . 
This may look strange to the modern reader but it is understandable when we project ourselves 
into the situation at the beginning of this cent,ury. 
In those days, the notion of formal system 'Yas not yet sufficiently developed. Moreover, type 
theory was not an independent subject as it is Foday. The theory "only recommended itself to us in 
the first instance by its ability to solve certain ~ontradictions"5. And though "it has also a certain 
consonance with common sense which makes it inherently credible,,6, the theory of types was not 
introduced because it was interesting on its oWfl, but because it had to serve as a tool for logic and 
mathematics. . 
This illustrates why there was no need for a formalization of the theory of ramified types in those 
days. ' 

This paper presents a formalization of the type theory of the Principia, in order to make a link 
between the type theory of Russell and current type systems. 

On the one hand we try to keep our formalization as close as possible to the ideas of the Principia. 
On the other hand we make the formali2ation 'of the ramified theory of types because we want to 
make a link between the system of the Principia and current type systems in A-calculus, as the 
system of the Principia was the first type system. 

Our first aim, a formalization close to the Principia, is given in the first part of the paper (sections 

1 Russell discovered the paradox in JWle 1901, and wrote Frege about it in JWle 1902. An English translation of 
this letter can be fOWld in [13] 

2[16], Introduction, Chapter II, Section I, p. 37 
3introduced in [16], Introduction, pp. 38-55 
4[16], Introduction, Chapter II, Section VIII. 
5[16], Introduction, Chapter II, p. 37. 
6[16], Introduction, Chapter II, p. 37. 
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2-8). It is not always easy to give a motivation for the things that we define in these sections. 
Many notions are not formally defined in the Principia, especially the notions of "matrix" and 
"substitution" . 
In Section 2, so-called "pseudomatrices" are introduced. There is no definition of "pseudomatrix" 
in the Principia, and our definition is only intended to delimit the "things about which we want 
to speak". All the "matrices" of the Principia 7 are pseudomatrices (though the notation we use 
differs slightly from the notation of the Principia), and our goal for the sections 3-8 is to find out 
which pseudomatrices can be called matrices. : 
In Section 3 we make a first attempt. We introduce types and give a formal definition of the notion 
"the pseudomatrix f is of type t" (3.9), and motivate our definition by referring to passages in the 
"Principia". Definition 3.9 forms the heart of this paper. Pseudomatrices to which a type can be 
assigned will be called (as in the Principia) matrices. 
As soon as we try to work with this definition, or if we want to prove certain characteristics of it, 
we find that we have problems with the rule iof "substitution". It appears that we do not know 
exactly what substitution is (as a formal machinery). This is quite problematic, as the "Principia" 
does not spend many words on it. In Section 4 ive try to solve this gap in our knowledge by defining 
substitution. In doing so, we cannot rely only on the "Principia", we also have to use our own 
intuition and common sense. 
When proving some fundamental properties of our definition of substitution, we would like to use 
the type system as was introduced in 3.9, because it would simplify proofs considerably (for ex
ample the proof of Theorem 6.3). But this system is based on the definition of substitution and 
its properties. So using this type system in the proofs of section 4 would result in a vicious circle. 
Section 7 brings together the notions of substitution and type (theorems 7.16 and 7.17), and proves 
some characteristics of 3.9 that we couldn't prove at the end of Section 3. 
The question of which pseudomatrices are matrices (according to the definition given at the end 
of Section 7) is handled in Section 8. We can·'make a comparison between this notion of matrix, 
and the notion of matrix as was defined in the "Principia". 

Our second aim, the comparison of the syste~ of the Principia with current type systems in ..\
calculus, we purse by introducing (in Section 5 and Section 9) a new, ..\-calculus-like, notation 
for pseudomatrices. It appears that "substitution" has much to do with the ordinary notion of 
/1-reduction in ,x-calculus, and that our system 3.9 has much in common with, for example, the 
type systems from the Barendregt Cube ([2]). 
Reflecting on the work we did in the previous sections, and translating the results, we find that we 
have proven variants of well-known theorems like Strong Normalisation, Church-Rosser property, 
Free Variable Lemma, Thinning Lemma and Unicity of Types. 

In Section 10 we complete the formalization of the Ramified Type Theory by introducing quanti
fiers. It is characteristic for the system of the principia, that quantifiers are introduced at the last 
stage. We mention the reasons for this late introduction, but also arguments against it. 

The ramified theory of types is a very restrictive system to develop mathematics in. Whitehead 
and Russell solved this problem by postulating the "Axiom of Reducibility". When you want to 
develop mathematics using the ramified type theory, it is very attractive to accept this axiom. But 
it is almost impossible to give another motiva~lion for this axiom. 
Ramsey ([9], 1926) and Hilbert and Ackermann ([8], 1928) propose a simplification of the ramified 
type theory (the simple type theory), in which mathematics is easier to develop. They motivate 
this simplification by making the distinction ~etween logical and semantical paradoxes. It turns 
out to be very easy to carry out this simplification in our formal system 3.9. 

2 Pseudomatrices 

In this section we shall describe the set of propositions and propositional functions which Whitehead 
and Russell use in the Principia, and which we c~ll ('pseudomatrices". We give a modernised, formal 

7 see [16], Introduction, Chapter II, Section v, pp. 50-52, and Part I, Section B, .t2, pp.162-164. 
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definition which corresponds to the description in the Principia. 

At the basis of the system of our formalization there is 

• a set A of individual-symbols; 

• a collection V of variables; 

• a set R of relation-symbols together with a map a : R --> IN (indicating the arity of each 
relation-symbol) . 

As functions are represented as relations in the Principia, we will not introduce a special set of 
function symbols. 
We will use the letters x, y, Z, Xl, ... as meta-variables over V, and R, Rb · .. as meta-variables over 
R. 
We assume that there is an alphabetical order on the collection V, and write", < y if the variable 
'" is ordered before the variable y according to this alphabetical order. We assume that 

moreover: 

{ai, a2,"'} ~ A 
{X,xl,x2"",Y,Yl, ... ,z,zl,··'} ~ V 

{R, Rl, " .,5,51, ... } ~ R; 

x < Xl < ... < y < Y1 < ... < Z < zl < ... 
and: for each variable", E V there is y E V with x < y. 

Definition 2.1 We define a collection 'P of pseudomatrices, and for each element f of l' we 
simultaneously define the collection FV(f) of free variables of f: 

1. If RER and i" ... ,io(R)EAUV then R(;" ... ,iO(R») EP. 

FV(R(i
" 

... , iaCR»)) ~ {i
" 

... , i.CR)} n V; 

2. If z E V, n E IN and k""" kn E AUVlIP, then Z(k""" kn ) E P and Fv(z(k
" 

... , kn )) dg 
{z, kl"'" kn} n v. 
If n = 0 then we write zO in order to distinguish the pseudomatrix zO from the variable z8; 

3. If f, 9 E P then f V 9 E P and ~f E P. FV(f V g) dg FV(J) U FV(g); FV(~J) ~ FV(f); 

4. All pseudomatrices can be constructed br using the construction-rules 1, 2 and 3 above. 

We use the letters f, g, h as meta-variables over P. 

Remark 2.2 The intuition behind a pseudomatrix is the (naive) idea of propositional function as 
presented in the Principia9 together with the idea of proposition. A propositional function can be 
seen as an expression with one or more free variables. It will turn into a proposition as soon as we 
assign values to all the free variables occurring in it. In this light, a proposition can be seen as a 
degenerated propositional function (having 0 free variables). 
It will be clear now what the intuition behind pseudomatrices of the form R( i" ... , i.CR»), fV 9 and 
-,f is. In a pseudomatrix of the form Z(kl" . . ,' kn ) one can see z as a variable for a pseudomatrix 
with n free variables. k1 , ... , kn indicate what should be substituted for these free variables as 
soon as an appropriate value is assigned to z. 
In the Principia, it is not made clear how we should carry out such substitutions. We must depend 
on our intuition and on the way in which substitution is used in the Principia. Unfortunately, 
there are no really complex examples of the m~e of substitution in the Principia. 

8It is important to note that a variable is not a pseudomatrix. See for instance [10], Chapter VIII: "The variable", 
p.94 of the 7th impression. 

9See for instance: Introduction, Chapter II, Section II about the nature of propositional functions 
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Remark 2.3 Note that pseudomatrices do not obey to the Vicious Circle Principle 1.1 yet! ~z(z) 
is, for example, a pseudomatrix. In the next sections we will assign types to some pseudomatrices. 
The pseudomatrices to which a type can be assigned will be called matrices (Definition 3.10), and 
it will be shown (Theorem 8.12) that no type can be assigned to the pseudomatrix ~z(z). 

Relllark 2.4 One should be careful with the definition of free variable. At first sight one might 
think that FV(zl(xl,x2,R(x3,x4))) = {xl,x2,x3,x4,Zl}' 
If we take a closer look at the definition above, it turns out that 

Let's see whether the latter is in agreement with the intuitive interpretation of pseudomatrices 
given in Remark 2.2, by assigning the value z2(x5, x6) to the variable zl, al to xl and a2 to X2. 
This results in (z2(x5, x6))(al, a2, R(x3, x4)) and our interpretation prescribes that al, a2 and 
R( x3, x4) should be assigned (in some order no the free variables of z2( x5, x6)' 
A possibility is to assign the value R(x3, %4) to x5, al to x6 and a2 to Z2, but we will assign the 
values in a more reasonable way: We'll assignR(x3, x4) to Z2, al to x5 and a2 to x6 (In the next 
sections, we will use the types and the alphabetical order on the variables, to decide about which 
value is assigned to which variable). 
This results in (R(x3' x4))( alo a2), and, again using the intuitive notion of the previous remark, we 
should assign the values al,a2 to the free variables x3 and x4 of R(x3,x4)' This, finally, results 
in either R(alo a2) or R(a2, al), and both are indeed propositions. 
It will be clear from this example that it s~ffices to assign values to xl, x2 and z 1, in order 
to obtain a meaningful result. The variables X3 and x4 obtain their values "in the way of the 
substitution process". That's why these variables are not incorporated in the initial free variable 
set. In Section 4, we will give a formal definition of substitution, and in Theorem 6.7, we prove 
that the definitions of substitution and free variable are in line with the intuitive interpretation of 
Remark 2.2.' 

We conclude our discussion of pseudomatrices-·with defining a number of related notions: 

Definition 2.5 Let f and 9 be pseudomatrices. We say that f and 9 are a-equal, notation f =a g, 
if there is a bijection 'P : V -+ V such that 9 can be obtained from f by replacing each variable x 
that occurs in f by '1'( x). 

Definition 2.6 Pseudomatrices of the form R(i1, ... , iQ(R») or Z(k" ... , kn ) will be called simple; 
pseudomatrices of the form f V 9 or ~f will be called complex. 
The only submatrix of a pseudomatrix of the form R(i" ... , iQ(R») is R( i, , ... , iQ(R») itself; 
The only submatrix of a pseudomatrix of the form z( k

" 
... , kn) is z( k

" 
... , kn) itself; 

The submatrices of f V 9 are the submatrices 9f f, the submatrices of 9 and f V 9 itself; 
The sub matrices of ~f are the submatrices of f and ~f itself. 

Clearly, pseudomatrices can be represented as trees. The following pictures speak for themselves: 

R z 

~ 
Zl i2 ia(R) 

V 

A 
f 9 

I 
f 

Example 2.7 The following tree represents the pseudomatrix zl (xl, x2, R(x3, x4)): 
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Definition 2.8 Assume I is a pseudomatrix, and k E A u V UP. We define, inductively, the 
notion k is an argument of f. 

1. If I = R( i" ... ,ia(R)) then i" ... ,ia(R) are the arguments of I. 

2. If I = z(k" ... , kn) then k" . .. , kn are the arguments of I. 

3. If I = " V" then the arguments of I are the arguments of " together with the arguments 
off,; 
if I = ~/' then the arguments of I are the arguments of I'. 

Example 2.9 Look at the pseudomatrix I ~ Z(xl' x2, R(xl' x2))' 
xl, x2 and R(xl' x2) are the arguments of I, b~t the rightmost occurrence ohl is not an argument 
of I. 

Remark 2.10 Looking at this example and thinking about A-calculus, one might think about a 
"variable-convention" , i.e. making the convention that in a pseudomatrix, the free variables differ 
from all the non-free variables. 
Variable conventions are not mentioned in the Principia. However, there is no place where the 
variable convention is violated. For the time being, we will not make a variable convention. In 
Section 9, we will compare the system that we are going to introduce with A-calculus, and there, 
the variable convention is also discussed (Example 9.5). 

We will sometimes need arguments of arguments, and arguments of arguments of arguments. We 
therefore define: . 

Definition 2.11 Let IE P. We define RAU), the recursive arguments of I: 

• If 1= R(i" ... ,ia(R)) then RA(f) = {i" ... ,ia(R)}; 

• If I = z(k" ... , km) then RAU) = {k" ... , km} U U RA(k,); 

• If I = " V t. then RA(f) = RA(f,) U RA(h); 
if f = ~f' then RA(!) = RA(f'). 

kiE'P 

3 Formalization of Ramified Type Theory 

We will introduce the notion of simple type. 

Definition 3.1 (Simple types) 

1. 0 is a simple type; 

2. If t" ... , tn are simple types, then also (t" ... , tn) is a simple type. n = 0 is allowed: then 
we obtain the simple type O. 

3. All simple types can be constructed using the rules 1 and 2. 

Remark 3.2 (Simple) types are not explicitly introduced in the Principia. But there is a definition 
of "being of the same type" 10, on which definition 3.1 is based. 
In [16J, ,9·131, is defined, that "individuals are 01 the same type". This will be the type o. 
The type (tIl"" tn ) stands for the propositional functions with n arguments ("free variables"), 
say Xl, ... , oXn , such that if we assign values kl of type tl to Xl, k2 of type t2 to X2, ... , kn of type 
tn to oXn , then we obtain a proposition. 
In particular, the type 0 stands for the type of the propositions. Remark, that the order (sequence) 
of the tis in (tIl"" t n ) is not yet essential here', 

10[16]' *9.131, p. 133 
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Example 3.3 We give an example to illustrate the intuition presented in Remark 3.2: Look again 
at the pseudomatrix zl(xl, x2,&(x3, "4» (we already spoke about this pseudomatrix in Remark 
2.4). In Remark 2.4 we substituted individual symbols for the variables "1,"2, and during this 
calculation, also individual symbols are assigned to the variables "3, "4' 
So the calculation in Remark 2.4 shows, that the pseudomatrix &("3,1<4) must be of type (0,0): 
When two individuals are substituted, the pseudomatrix becomes a proposition. 
Now we can also decide about the type of pseudomatrices that can be substituted for zl: For zl 
we can only substitute pseudomatrices with three free variables: Two of these free variables must 
be of the same type as "1 and x2 (so: type'O); the third one must have the type of &("3, %4): 
~,O). . 
That means that for zl, only pseudomatrices of type (0,0, (0, 0)) can be substituted. 
Now look at the full pseudomatrixzl (xl, x2, &(x3' x4))' This pseudomatrix has three free variables: 
Xl and x2, for which only things of type 0 can be substituted, and zi, for which only things of 
type (0,0, (0, 0» can be substituted. 
Hence, the pseudomatrix Zl(xl, "2, &(X3, "4» must be of type (0,0, (0, 0, (0, 0))). 

The intuition presented in Remark 3.2 and Example 3.3 will be made formal in 3.9. The theorems 
7.6 and 7.16 show that this formalization coincides with the intuition. 

Simple types can he divided into ordersll. AI1 order is simply a natural number. 
Then we obtain ramified types: 

Definition 3.4 (Ramified types) 

1. 0° is a ramified type; 

2. If t~l J ••• , t~ .. are ramified types, and a E IN! a > max(al, .. . J an), then (t~l I' •• I t~ .. t is a 
ramified type (if n = 0 then take a ~ 0); 

3. All ramified types can be constructed using the rules I and 2. 

If t a is a ramified type, then a is called the order of ta. 

Pseudomatrices do not have quantifiers V,3. Orders will become important from section 10 on, 
where quantifiers are introduced, but until then, their influence is marginal. 

Example 3.5 The following lists of symbols are ramified types: 

• 0°· , 

• (0°)1; 

• «0°)1,(0°)4)5; 

• (00 ,02 ,(00 ,(00)1)2)7. 

But (00 , (00 , (00)2)2)7 is not a ramified type. 

In the rest of this paper we mainly use ramified types. We simply speak of types when we mean: 
ramified types, as long as no confusion arises. 

Definition 3.6 (Basic formulas) If R E 'R. and c"".,Ca(R) E A, then the pseudomatrix 
R(c" ... , Ca(R» is called a basic formula. . 

The basic formulas are formalizations of the "elementary judgements" in the Principia 12. 

Definition 3.7 (Contexts) Let Xl, ... , Xn E Y be distinct variables, and assume t~l, . .. , t~ .. are 
ramified types. Then {Xl:t~l, ... I xn:t~n} is a -context. {Xl,.'" xn} is called the domain of the 
context. Notation: dom( {Xl:t~·, . .. , xn:t~·}). 

11 More about orders can be found in [16], *12 and Introduction, Chapter II, Section v, pp. 51-55 
12[16], Introduction, Chapter II, Section III, pp. 43-45, and Introduction to the 2nd edition, Section I, p. xv. 
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These contexts will take over implicit presuppositions: In Example 3.3 for instance, we were work
ing under the assumption that for the variable xi only individual symbols (things of type 00) can 
be substituted. In the formal system that we are going to build, such information will be made 
explicit by the addition of contexts. 
We will use the letters rIll for meta-variables over contexts. 

Sometimes, the notion of a-equality is too general in contexts. Take for example the context 
{X1:00,X2:00,y:(00)1,z:«00)1)2}. The pseudomatrices y(x1) and Y(X2) as well as the pseudo
matrices Y(X1) and z(y) are a-equal. But sometimes we want y(x1) and y(x2) to be "equal" and 
Y(X1) and z(y) not: Xi and X2 have the same type in this context, while the types of y and z are 
different, and the types of Xi and yare, too. 
And if we take the context {x:OO, y:(OO)1, z:OO} and observe the pseudomatrices y(x) and y(z), 
then we see that these pseudomatrices are a-equal, and that the "corresponding" variables have 
the same type, but their alphabetic order is different: x < y but z > y. Therefore we define the 
notion of ar-equality: ' 

Definition 3.8 Assume r is a context and land 9 are pseudomatrices. f and 9 are called ar
equal, if there is a bijection <p : V --+ V such that 9 can be obtained from I by replacing each 
variable x that occurs in f by <p(x), and for all x that occur in I: x: t a E r ¢} <p(x) : ta E r, and 
for all x, y that occur in I: x < y ¢} <p(x) < <p(y). 

We will now define what we mean by r f- I : t a , in words: I is of type t a in the context r. In this 
definition we will try to follow the line of the Principia ([16]) as much as possible. If r = 0 then 
we will write f- I : ta. 

Definition 3.9 (Ramified Theory of Types: RTT) We will define the judgement r f- I : ta 

inductively: 

1. (start) For all individual symbols a: 

For all basic formulas f: 

2. (connectives) Assume r f- I : (t~', ... , t~")" and ~ f- 9 : (u:', ... , u~m l', and for all x E 
dom(r) and y E dom( ~), x < y. Then 

( 
al a bl b )maX(a,b) r u ~ I- f V g: t 1 ., ..• , tn" ,U1 , ... , u,;; 

r I- --'f : (t~l, ... , t~ .. t 
3. (introduction of variables, 1) If r f- I : (t~', . .. , t~m)", and 9 E AU P is an argument of I, 

and r f- 9 : t::',+"'i' , and y < z for all y E dom(r), then 

r ' f- h' (t a , tam+l)max(a,am+l+1) 
. 1"'" m+l 

Here, h is a pseudo-matrix obtained by replacing all arguments g' of I which are orr-equal 
to 9 by z. r' is the subset of the contextT U {z : t::',+"'i'} such that dom(r') contains exactly 
all the variables that occur in h13 • . 

4. (introduction of variables, 2) If r f- I : (tr', ... , t::,m)a and 9 is a submatrix of I, and 
r f- 9 : t::',+"'i' , and y < z for all y E dom(O, then 

r' f- h· (t a , t am+,)max(a,n+1) 
. 1'·'" m+1 . 

Here, h is the pseudomatrix obtained by replacing all submatrices g' of f which are ar-equal 
to 9 by Z(XI, .•. , x p ) (where XI < ... < xp are the free variables of the g' in question). 
r' is the subset of the context r U {z : t::,m+v} such that dom(f') contains exactly all the 
variables that occur in h 14. 

13ln Lemma 3.16 we prove that this context always exists. 
HThe existence of this context is showed in Lemma 3.16. 
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5. (weakening) If r, A are contexts, and r <;; A, and r f- I : tm, then also A f- I : tm; 

6. (substitution) If y is the ith free variable in I (according to the alphabetic order), and 
r u {y : t~i} f- I : (t~', ... , t~·)", and r f- k : t~i then 

r ' L I[ '-k] . (t" t"-' t"+' ta.)' .- y.- . 1 I"" i-I' i+l , ... , n 

Here, b = 1 + max(at, .. . , ai-I, ai+lJ ... , an), (b = 0 if n = 1) and once more, r' is the subset 
of r u {y : t~'} such that dom(r') contains exactly all the variables that occur in I[y:=k ]'5. 
By ![y:=k] we mean the pseudomatrix where k is "substituted" for all free occurrences of y 
(We come back to substitution in Section 4). 

7. (permutation) If y is the ith free variable in I, and r u {y:t~'} f- I : (t~', ... , t~·)a, and x < z 
for all x E dom(r), then 

TV U { ·ta,} L I[ .- ] . (ta, ta,-, t"+' tao tail' 
1. z. i r y.-Z. 1"'" i-I' i+l J"" n 'i . 

r' = r if y does not occur in I[y:=z]; r' = r u {y:ti'} if y occurs in ![y:=z]. 

Definition 3.10 A pseudomatrix I is called a matrix, if there is a context r and a ramified type 
ta such that r f- I : ta. 

Remark 3.11 We will motivate definition 3.9 by referring to the Principia: 

1. Individuals and elementary judgements (basic formulas) are, also in the Principia, the basic 
ingredients for creating matrices.16 

2. We only introduce the logical connectives V and.,. This is in line with the Principia, 
where only negation and disjunction are taken as primitive ideas17

, and implication18 and 
conjunction19 are defined in terms of negation and disjunction. 
We can see rule 2 "at work" in *12, p. 163 of the Principia20 : "We can build up a number 
01 new matrices, such as [ ... ] <p!x V <p!y,: <p!x V ,pix, <p!x V ,ply, [ ... ] and so on." 
The restriction about contexts that we make in rule 2 is not made in the Principia, and will 
be discussed in 3.13. 

3. Rule 3 is justified by .9·14 and .9·15 in the Principia. 

4. Rule 4 looks very much like rule 3, but, when we take a closer look then it appears to be 
completely different from rule 3. 
First of all, the 9 in rule 3 can not contain any free variables of f (g is an argument of /, so 
an occurrence of a variable x in 9 can not be a free variable of f), while the free variables of 
the g in rule 4 are also free variables of f. That makes clear why in rule 3, g is replaced by 
just a variable; while in rule 4, 9 is repla~ed by the pseudomatrix Z(Zl' ... J xp): In rule 4 we 
don't want to lose the free variables "'1,., .• xp of g. 
Moreover, the idea in the Principia that is behind our rule 4 is not *9·14 and *9·15, but is 
based on the Introduction, Chapter II, Section V, p. 51. There, matrices are constructed, 
and "the first matrices that occure aTe thfJse whose values are of the forms 

<P"', ,p(x, Y),X(x, y, z, .. .), 

15 Again, the existence of r' is proved in 3.16. 
16 As for individuals: see [16], .9, p. 132, where "Individual" is presented as a primitive idea. As for elementary 

judgements: See [161, Introduction, Chapter II, SectionIIr, pp. 43-45. 
17 cf. [16], d, pp. 93-94 ' 
lScf. {I6], .1·01, p. 94 ' 
l·cf. [16J, .3·01, p. !O7 
201n the Principia, Russell and Whitehead write tptx i~tead of r.px to indicate that tpx is not only (what we would 

call) a pseudomatrix, but even a matrix. 
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i.e. where the arguments, however many there may be, are all individuals. [ ... J Such functions 
we will call 'first-order functions. ' 
We may now introduce a notation to express 'any first.order junction.' [ ... ]" This, then, 
results in second order functions, and this process is repeated to obtain third·order functions 
and functions of higher orders. 
When we apply rule 3, the type of the g that is replaced, and especially its order, was already 
known in the premises of rule 3. Rule 4, however, makes it possible to introduce variables of 
higher order. 
In fact, leaving out rule 4 would lead to the well-known first-order predicate logic as without 
rule 4 it is impossible to introduce vari~\'les of types that differ from 00. 

5. The weakening rule cannot be found in the Principia, because no formal contexts are used 
there. It is implicitly present, however, as contexts are implicitly present. And starting to 
speak about an additional variable does not affect the well-typedness of matrices that were 
already constructed. 

6. The rule of substitution is based on .9·14 and .9·15 of the Principia. We must notice that 
substitution is not defined in the Principia, so it is not completely clear yet what J[y:=kJ 
should mean. Clarification of the notion of substitution is the main topic of Sections 4-il. 

7. In Remark 3.2, we observed that the orqer (sequence) of the t;s in a type (t" ... , t n ) is not 
essential in the Principia. More precise: If '" is a bijection {I, ... , n} --> {I, ... , n}, then the 
type (t" .. . , tn) is "the same" type as (t~(,), ... , t~(n»' 
In the system above, the order of the t;s appears to be related to the alphabetic order of the 
free variables of the pseudomatrix f that has type (t" ... , tn ) (see Theorem 7.6). We need 
this alphabetic order in the definition of substitution (Section 4), and for a clear presentation 
of results like Theorem 7.6. 
With rule 7 we want to express that th~ order of the tiS in (t" ... , t n ) and the alphabetic 
order of the variables are not characteristics of the Principia, but are only introduced for the 
technical reasons explained in this rema:rk. This is worked out in Corollary 7.7. 

Remark 3.12 As already announced after Ilefinition 3.4, the role of orders is marginal in RTT. 

We could leave them away from the judgements f f- f : t a , as they are a function of the derivation 
of r f- f : t a (see also Lemma 7.8). We do not leave them out as we need them in Section 10. 

Remark 3.13 In rule 2, we make the assumption that the variables of f all must come before the 
variables of~. We must make this assumption, considering the following example: 
We can derive ' 

Without making the assumption, we would be allowed to derive 

But the intended meaning of the last-mentioned judgement will appear to be (cf. the forthcoming 
theorems 7.6 and 7.14): In the context f, the pseudomatrix R(x1, Xl) V R(xl' x2) has three(!) free 
variables, which are all of type 0°. And this is not true, of course. If we want to have a determined 
way to derive the "correct" (iu the sense of tpeorems 7.6 and 7.14) type of f V g directly from 
the types of f and g, we must demand that fand ~ do not overlap. For technical reasons (the 
order of the t:'s; see also Theorem 7.6) we even make the assumption that for x E dom(f) and 
y E dom(~), x < y must hold. 

As Russell and Whitehead do not have a formal notation for types, they do not forbid this kind of 
constructions in [16]. In 8.10 we show that our 'limitation to non-overlapping contexts as made in 
rule 2 is not a real limitation: still all the desired judgements can be derived. 
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Remark 3.14 The notion of "replacing" can be made formal: Replacing 9 bij z in rule 3 can be 
read as replacing the tree that represents 9 by the leave Z; replacing 9 bij Z(XI, ... , xp) can be read 
as replacing the tree that represents 9 by the tree that represents z(X., ... , xp). 

Remark 3.15 Contexts as used in RTT (3.9) contain, in a sense, too much information: not only 
information on free variables, but also infor~ation on non-free variables. Hence, the contexts are 
not as "elegant" as one would desire. We wiU discuss this in the second part of Section 9, where 
we also propose a solution to this problem. F:or the moment, we only prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.16 Let r be a context, I a pseudomatrix, and assume r I- I : ta. Then 

1. All variables 01 I (Iree and non-free) are in dom(r); 

2. II ~ is the (unique) subset of r such that dom(~) contains exactly all the variables of I, 
then ~ I- I : ta. 

PROOF: An easy induction on the definition of r I- I : ta. 0 

Part 1 of this lemma shows that the contexts r' in 3.9.3,3.9.4 and 3.9.6 really exist. 

Later we will need the idea of major and minor premises. We define: 

Definition 3.17 The premises r I- I : (t~', ... , t~·)a and ~ I- 9 : (ul', ... , u~m)' of rule 2, the 
premises r J- f : (tIl, ... , t~m)a of rule 3 and 4, the premise r I- f : tm of rule 5 and the premises 
r u {y : t~'} I- I : (t~' , ... , t~·)a of rule 6 and rule 7 are called major premises. 
The premises r I- 9 : t::''+i' of rule 3 and 4 and the premise r I- k : t:' of rule 6 are called minor 
premises. 

Example 3.18 We will give some examples, in order to illustrate how our system works. We will 
. f h f< Xl, ... , Xn N'd' . h Ii h' use a notatlOn 0 t e orm y ,m lcatmg t at rom t e Judgements Xl, ... 1 X n, we can 

infer the judgement Y by using rule N. 

• 

• 
I- Rl(al) : 0° I- R2(al) : 0° 2 

I- Rl(al) V R2(al) : 00 

but not: 
Xl : 0° I- Rl(xl) : (00)1 Xl : 0° I- R2(xl): (00)12 

Xl :0° I-Rl(xl)VR2(xl): (00,00)1 

To obtain Rl (Xl) V R2(xl) we must make a different start: 

• 
Xl :0°,%2 :0° I- Rl(Xl)V~R2(xl,Xl,X2) :(0°,0°)1 

Xl:00,X2:00 I- Rl(Xl):(OO)l 

• 
Xl :00,X2 :0° I- Rl(Xl)V~R2(xl,X1>X2) :(0°,0°)1 

xl: 00,X2: 0° I- R2(xl,xl,X2): (0°,0°)1 

. ° . ° . (0 0) 1 I- . () ( ) . (0 ° (0 0) 1)24 Xi . 0 ,x2 . 0 ,x3' 0 ,0 ~1 Xi V""x3 xi, x2 . 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

Xl :00,X2 :0° f_ Rl(xtlV~R2(xl,xl,x2) :(0°,0°)1 
xl: 00,X2 : 0° f_ ~R2(xl,xl,x2): (00,00)1 

° ° (0 0)1 f_ () ( ) (0 ° (0 0)1)2
4 

Xl : 0° ,x2 : 0° f_ Rl(Xl) V ~R2(xl' xl, x2) : (0° ,0°)1 
xl :00,X2 :0° f_ Rl(xl)V~R2(xl,Xl,x2) :(0°,0°)1 

. ° . ° . (0 0)1 L ( ) • (0 ° (0 0)1)2
4 

Xt.O ,x2'O ,xa. 0 ,0, ,x3 xl,x2 .0,0,0 ,0 

Xl : 0°, x2 : 0°, x3 : (0°,00)1 f_ Rl(xl) V ~x3(Xl' x2) : (0°,00, (0°,0°)1)2 

____________ x~1,:,0-0~,X~2~:~00---f---R-2~(~X~1~,X-l~,~X~2~)-:~(0_0~,_0_0~)1'-n<,-________ 6 

xl: 00,X2: 00 f_ Rl(Xl)V~R2(xl,Xl,x2): (0°,0°)1 

Example 3.19 Rule 6 is problematic. The following example shows that the idea ofsubstitution 
used in the Principia is difficult. Consider the derivation: 

Xl : 0°, x2 : (0°, (0°)1)2, x3 : 00, x4 : (0°)1 f_ x2(xl, R(xl» : (0°, (00, (0°)1)2)3 

____________ ~Xl~:0_0~,~X3~:0~0~,_X4~:(~0~O~)1--f---~X4~(~X~3~)~:(~0_0,~(~00~)~1~)2 __________ 6 

xl : 0° f_R(xl) : (0°)1 

It is not very clear what happens here. Some substitution must have taken place, but we can 
not trace how it has taken place, as we do not have a good notion of substitution. However, this 
example turns out to be all right (see Exampl~ 4.9) after we have formalized substitution. 

Remark 3.20 We would like to prove some theorems now, for instance that if (for a certain 
context r and a pseudomatrix f) r r- f : (t~l"", t~ .. )a, and Xl < X2 < ." < Xm are the free 
variables of f, then m = n and Xi : ti' E r for~all i. 
The proof should be given by induction, and indeed, the cases 1-5 are easy to prove. But to prove 
the cases 6 and 7 we are obliged, again, to take a closer look on what substitution actually is. This 
will be done in the next sections. 

4 Substitution 

As promised, we will take a closer look on substitution in this section. We would prefer to take a 
definition of substitution that is given in the Principia, if there was such a definition. Unfortunately, 
such a definition is not presented. We therefore have to rely on our intuition, and on the intuition 
behind pseudomatrices as was discussed in remarks 2.2 and 2.4, which relies on OU[ interpretation 
of what is meant in the Principia. 

Definition 4.1 Let f E P and g" ... ,gn E A u V UP. 
Suppose XI, ..• , Xn E V are distinct variables. We define the notion of a substitution-to-carry-out 
(or shortly substitution if no confusion arises) by induction on f: 

1. If f = R(i" ... , ia(R) then f{Xl :=g" ... , xn:=gn} is a substitution; 

2. Assume f = z(k" .. . , km), and assume also that if (z = Xi and kq = "j), then gi # gj. 

Then f{x,:=g" ... , xn:=gn} is a substitution; 
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3. Assume, I = !J V 12 and Idx,:=g" ... ,xn:=9n} is a substitution (k = 1,2). Then 
f{ X, :=91, ... , X n:=9n} is a substitution. 
Assume, f = -,f' and /' {Xl :=gl, ... , Xn:=gn} is a substitution. 
Then f{X1:=91"'" Xn:=9n} is a substitution. 

We will shortly write f{ Xi:=9i} for I{ X, :=91, ... , Xn:=9n}, as long as no confusion arises. 

Remark 4.2 The condition in point 2, that (z = Xi and kq = Xj) must imply 9i i 9j is a 
reasonable condition if we look at the Viciou& Circle Principle l.l. If we had z = Xi, kq = X j and 
gi = gj then we would allow to substitute exactly the same for z as for k q, and this would result 
in a propositional function that is substituted in itself. This kind of constructions is forbidden by 
the vicious circle principle, so it is not a real limitation to forbid them in our system, too. 
We will need this limitation to prove an impottant technical result on substitution (Theorem 6.3). 
That the limitation is really needed is showeq in Example 6.4. , 
Remark 4.3 Note that pseudomatrices are also substitutions (take n = 0). We will call them 
empty substitutions. 

We will call some substitutions easy, and other substitutions hard: 

Definition 4.4 Let S = f{Xi:=g;} be a substitution. 

• If I = R(i" ... , iQ(R)) then S is called easy; 

• Assume I = Z(k" ... , km). If, for some i, z = Xi and gi E P then S is called hard; otherwise 
S is called easy; 

, 
• Assume I =!J V J,. S is called easy if both!J {Xi:=9i} and h{xi:=g;} are easy; otherwise 

S is called hard. 
Assume I = ~!,. S is called easy if !'{Xi:=g;} is easy; otherwise S is called hard. 

OUf goal is now to describe in which way substitutions can be carried out. In order to reach this 
goal we need the notion of a substitution tree. 

Definition 4.5 (Substitution-trees) 

1. Each substitution is a substitution-tree. 

2. If T, and T2 are substitution-trees, then also 

are substitution trees. We simply write T, V T2 and ~T, for these trees. 

3. All substitution trees can be obtained by using the construction rules 1 and 2. 

A substitution tree T is in normal form if T consists only of empty substitutions (and the symbols 
V,~). . 

Note that such a substitution tree represents a pseudomatrix, and that a substitution tree which 
is not in normal form does not represent a pseudomatrix. 

We now define a notion of reduction on substitution trees. Reducing a substitution tree S to 
another substitution tree must be seen as ma~ing one step in carrying out the substitution S. 

Definition 4.6 Let S be a substitution tree. We define the notion S ---> T in an inductive way: 

l. Suppose S is a substitution, say: S = f{",l:=g" ... ,Xn:=gn}. 
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(a) Assume f = R(i
" 

... , i.(R») for some R E nand i" ... , i.(R) E A u V. 
Observe the list of symbols R(ij, ... , i~(R»)' where 

• ij =ij ifij fi.{Xl1 ... ,Xn}; 
'1 'f . 

• Ij = gk 1 'j = X/;;. 

If this list of symbols is a pseudomatrix21 , then we say that S reduces to R(ij, ... , i~(R») 
and write S --+ R(ij, ... , i~(R»)' 

(b) Assume f = z( k
" 

... , km) for a z E V and k
" 

... , km E A u V UP. 
If S is easy then observe the list of symbols z'(kj, ... ,k:"), where 

• kj = kj if kj ric {XI, ... ,xn }; 

• kj = 9k if kj = Xll; 

• Z' = z if z ric {XI, ... , xn }; 

• Zl = gk if z = Xk. 

If this list of symbols is a pseudomatrix22 then we say that S reduces to Zl (kj, ... , k:") 
and write S ---+ z'(ki, ... , k~). 
If S is hard, then first determine z' (ki, . .. , k:n), as in the case of the "easy" substitution. 
Note that Zl E P because the substitution is hard. We proceed in the line of the remarks 
2.2 and 2.4: 
If #FV( Zl) = m, and YI < ... < Ym are the free variables of Zl, and Zl {Yi :=kn is a 
substitution, then we say that S reduces to z'{Yi:=kn. 
We write S ---+ z'{Yi:=ka, Of, if we want to emphasize the two steps of the proces 
described above, S ~1 z'(ki J ••• , k:n) ~2 z' {Yi:=ki}· 

(c) If f = j, V 12, and fdxi:=gi} --+ T" and 12{xi:=gi} --+ T2, then S - T, VT2; 
if f = ~f' and f'{Xi:=g;} --+ T, t\len S - ~T. 

2. Now assume 5 = T, V T2, where T, and'T2 are substitution trees. 
If U, is a substitution tree and T, - Ul then S - U, V T2 • 

If U2 is a substitution tree and T2 _ U2, then 5 --+ T, V U2. 
If S = -,T, where T is a substitution tre~J and T ---+ U, then S --+ ...,U. 

Relllark 4.7 It is possible that a substitution tree that is not in normal form, doesn't reduce to 
any other substitution tree any more. Take, for example, the substitution x(y){x:=R(p, q, rH. This 
is a hard substitution, and x(y){ x:=R(p, q, r)} ~I R(p, q, r)(y). As the number offree variables in 
R(p, q, r) is not equal to the number of arguments of x(y), we cannot carry out the reduction as 
described in 4.6.1(b). 

Remark 4.8 Note that a substitution tree 5 can reduce to at most two different substitution 
trees T, and T2. Moreover, if 5 --+ T, and 5 --+ T2 then 5 must be of the form 5, V 52 and the 
reduction of 5 to T, (T2) can change only one of the Sis, so that there is a substitution tree U 
such that T, - U and T2 --+ U. 
With this in mind it is easy to prove a Church-Rosser-like theorem for the reduction _. 

Example 4.9 We give some concrete examples to make the notion S ---+ T more clear. 

1. R(xl,x3){xl:=al} ~ R(at>x3); 

2. R(xl, x3){x2:=a2} - R(xl, X3); 

3. zl (R(xl, %2), x3, a2){xl :=x4} ~ zl(R(xl, x2), x3, a2) {note that Xl is not a free variable!}; 

21 Note that this happens exactly if there is no j such that Xi E F'v(J) and 9j E 'P. 
22 And this happens exactly if z ~ {Xl, ... ,Xn}, or z = Xi and OJ (/...4. Note that gi f p. as the substitution was 

easy. 
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4. zl (x3, a2, R(xl' x2)){zl :=z2(x4, xl), "3:=a1} 
""1 (Z2(X4' xl))(al, a2, R(x!> X2)) 
""2 Z2(X4, Xl){Xl :=a!> x4:=a2, Z2:=R(Xl, X2)} 
""1 (R(Xl' X2))(a2, al) 
""2 R(Xl' X2){xl:=a2,x2:=all 
--+ R(a2' al); 

5. (Zl (x3' a2, R(x!> x2)) V z2(x3)){Zl :=z2(x4, xl), z2:=R(Xl, xl)} 
""1 (Z2(X4' "1))(X3, a2, R(Xl' X2)) V (R(Xl' X1))(X3) 
""2 Z2(X4, Xl){ Xl :=x3, x4:=a2, Z2:=R(xl, x2)} V R(xl' xll{ xl :=x3} 
(*) ""1 (R(x!> X2))( a2, X3) V R(Xl' Xl){ Xl :=X3} 
(.) ""2 R(Xl' X2){Xl :=a2, X2:=X3} V R(Xl, Xl){Xl :=X3} 
(.) --+ R(a2' X3) V R(Xl' Xl){ Xl :=x3} 
( •• ) --+ R(a2' x3) V R(x3' x3)' 

At (.) we reduce the left part of the expression; at (*.) we reduce the right part. 

6. We work out the substitution of Example 3.18: 
x2(xl, R(Xl)){X2:=X4(X3)} 
""1 (X4(X3))(Xl, R(Xl)) 
""2 X4(X3){ "3:="1, X4:=R("1)} 
""1 (R(xll)(Xl) 
""2 R(Xl){Xl:=xll 
--+ R(Xl) 

5 Intermezzo: substitution in A-notation 

Our notion of reduction has something to do with the idea of ,a-reduction in >.-calculus. If we want 
to illustrate this, we need a different way of writing down Qur pseudomatrices: 

Definition 5.1 

• We will write Ri, ... i.(R) instead of R(i
" 

. .. , i.(R»)' 

• If z E V and k
" 

... , km E A U V U P then we write zk; ... k;' instead of z(k
" 

... , km). 
Here, k: = k; if k; E A U v. 
If ki E P, then first determine the "new notation" for ki, say, i.. Further, assume that 
Xl < ... < Xj are the free variables of k;. Now define k: = >'X1" .Xj.t;. 

• If 1= /1 V 12, then first determine the ''new notation" for /1 and 12, say: g, and g2. The 
new notation for I will be: Vg, g2. 
If I = ~f', then first determine the "new notation" for I', say: g. The new notation for I 
will be: ~g. 

If I is a pseudomatrix (in the old notation), we .will write 1 for this pseudomatrix in new notation. 

Example 5.2 

I 
R(Xl,X3) 
zl(R(xl,x2)'''3,a2) 
zl (x3' a2, R(xlo x2)) V z2(X3) 
zl (x3' a2, z2(R(xlo Xl))) 

1 
RX1X3 
Zl (>'xl x2·Rxl x2)x3 a2 
V(z 1 x3 a2( >.x 1 x2 .Rx l x2) )(z2x3) 
zl x3a2(>'z2 .Z2(>'xl·Rx l Xl)) 

Remark 5.3 The notion of free variable (cf. : Remark 2.4) of a pseudomatrix I is exactly the 
notion of free variable in the lambda term f. 
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Remark 5.4 The adding of the abstraction-'\s in Definition 5.1 could be paraphrased as follows: 
the intuition of Whitehead and Russell apparently was that all pseudomatrices f occurring as an 
argument in another pseudomatrix, should be considered to have been closed with respect to their 
free variables. 

Definition 5.5 A substitution f{x,:=g,} can be written as ('\XI .. . xn.i)iii' ... jj;;'. 
Here, is' = gi if Ui E AUV; otherwise ii' = ..\.y~ .. . Yrn.ii, where YI < ... < Yrn are the free variables 
of g,. 

There is a small difference between our notion of reduction and ,a-reduction. ,B-reduction reduces 
('\XI .. . xn.])iii' ... gn' step by step: . 

('\XI" .xn.j)iii' ... gn' 
--+p ('\X2" .xn.J[xI:=iii'])g:,' ... jj;;' 
--+p 

--+p ( ... (i[XI:=iii'])[X2:=g:,'j ... )[xn:=jj;;'], 

while our reduction reduces all the occurring redexes at the same time, and moreover: all the 
redexes have to be reduced at the same time: It is impossible to reduce the redex '\XI(" .)iii' ... 
while not reducing the other redexes. If we append J1-reduction in this way, it is in line with the 
reduction of our system, as can be seen in the "following examples, and will be proved in Section 9. 
These examples are exact the same examples ~ in 4.9, but now written in the new notation with 
A's. Observe that the notation with ~l'S and ~2'S is no longer necessary! 

Example 5.6 

1. ('\xl·Rxlx3)al --+ Ralx3; 

2. ('\x2.Rxlx3)al --+ RXlx3; 

3. (Axl.Zl('\xlx2·Rxlx2)x3a2)x4 ----> zlU,xlx2.Rxlx2)x3a2; 

4. ('\zl X3·z1x3a2('\xlx2·Rxlx2))('\Xl x4Z2·z2x4xl)al --+ 
('\xlX4z2,z2x4xl)al a2('\xl X2·Rx l X2) -'-+ 

('\xlX2·Rxlx2)a2al --+ 
Ra2al' 

5. (Azlz2' V (zlx3a2(Axlx2.RxlX2))(z2x3))('\xlx4z2.z2x4xl)('\xl·Rxlxl)--+ 
V(('\Xl x4z2·Z2x4xl)x3a2('\xl X2.RxlX2))(('\xl.RxlXl)X3) --+ 
V((Axl x2·Rxl x2)a2x3)(('\xl.Rxl%1)x3) :......... 
V(Ra2x3)(('\Xl·Rxlxl)x3) --+ 
V(Ra2x3)(Rx3x3)' 

6. ('\x2.x2xl(Axl.Rxl))('\x3x4.X4x3)--+ 
(-\%3x4·x4x3)xl (Axl·Rx l) --+ 
(hl·Rx l)xl --+ 
RXl 

We will discuss this and other advantages of the A-notation more extensively in Section 9. 

6 The finiteness of reduction paths 

Definition 6.1 (Reduction path) A reduction path is a sequence of substitution trees So, SI, ... 
(finite or infinite) such that for all n E IN, Sn --+ Sn+!, and Sn is not in normal form. If So, ... , Sn 
is a finite reduction path, then n is called the length of this reduction path. 

We now want to prove that there are no infinite reduction paths, i.e. that if we start to carry out 
a substitution, then our job will end either with the result of the substitution, or with the message 
that the substitution cannot be carried out (see Remark 4.7). To prove this, we need 
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Definition 6.2 (Depth) We define the depth XJ(j) of a pseudomatrix f by induction. We make 

the convention that L cp( x) "g O . 

• e0 

• XJ(R(i" ... , ia(R»)) ~f 0; 

• XJ(z(k" ... , kn)) "g 1+ 

• XJ(j V g) "g XJ(j) + XJ(g); 
XJH) "g XJ(j). 

Note, that 

XJ(k); 

XJ(Zl (z2(x1), Z2(X1))) = 1 + XJ(Z2(x1)) 

and not XJ(Zl(z2(Xl),z2(X1))) = 1 + 2· XJ(z2(x1))! 
We can extend this definition to substitutions: 

XJ(j{x,:=g;}) "g XJ(!) + XJ(g). 
ge{g,'g,e'P) 

Note that (regarding empty sUbstitutions) this definition agrees with the previous definition. 
Furthermore, we can extend the definition to substitution trees: 

XJ(T, V T2) ~f XJ(T,) + XJ(T2); 

XJ(~T) "g XJ(T). 

If T is a substitution tree in normal form, then this definition agrees with the two previous ones. 

Theorem 6.3 There are no infinite reduction paths. 

PROOF: Assume 5 = 50 ,5" ... is a reduction path. We will use induction on XJ(5) . 

• If XJ(5) = 0 then the occurring substitutions must be easy. Therefore, 5n must be in normal 
form for some n, so that the reduction path ends with Sn and is finite . 

• Assume that all reduction paths starting with a substitution tree 5' such that XJ(5') :0; n are 
finite (IH), and assume that XJ(5) = n + 1. Use induction on the substitution tree 5: 

1. Sis a substitution f{Xl:=gl, ... ,Xn :=gn}. 

(a) f = R(i" ... , ia(R»)' This substitution is easy, so the reduction path is finite. 
(b) f = z(k" . .. , km ). We can assume that the substitution is hard, say: 

z(k" ... , km){ x,:=g;} "-+, z'(k;, ... , k;") 

Assume y, < ... < Ym are the free variables of z' in alphabetic order. 
If z'{y;:=ka is not a substitution then the reduction path ends at 50; otherwise: 

XJ( z' {V; :=k;}) = XJ(z') + L XJ(k) 
kE{k~;k:EP} 

(. ) 
XJ(z') + L XJ(g) + L XJ(k) :0; 

,,€{gi'II;:EP} 'e{"",e'P} 
9;hl 

(~) L XJ(g) + L XJ(k) 
gE{u;'g,e'P} 1:e{k;:k;E'P} 

< 1+ XJ(g) + XJ(k) 
ge{u;'u;e'P} 'e{'''',e'P} 

= XJ(z(k" ... ,km){x,:=g;}) 
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At (*), we use that z' E {k: : k: E P} ~ z' E {k, : k, E Pl. This is because of the 
condition that z = x, and kq = '!'j implies g, oF gj. Therefore, {k: : k: E P} = {g, : 
g, oF z',g, E P} U {k,: k, E Pl· 
The equality at (**) holds because the substitution is hard, so z' = g, holds for some 
g, E P. 
So, by (IH), a reduction path starting with S, = z' {y,:=k;} is finite, and therefore 
the path starting with S is finite, too. 

(c) Assume" and hare pseudomatrices, and it has already been proved that 

:D(fq{y,:=h,}):::: n + 1 

implies that, for q = 1,2, the reduction path of Iq{y,:=h,} is finite. 
Now assume 1 =" V hand :D(f{x,:=g,}) :::: n + 1. 
Then :D(fq{x,:=g,}) :::: n+ 1 for q = 1,2, so we can conclude that the reduction paths 
of the Iq{ x, :=g;} are finite. But ,then the reduction path of S is finite, too. 
A similar argument holds if 1 = c,f'. 

2. Assume, T, and T, are substitution trees, and :D(Tq) :::: n + 1 implies that the reduction 
path of Tq is finite, for q = 1,2. 
Assume S = T, V T2. By an argument similar to the argument in I(c), one shows that 
the reduction path of S is finite. The same if S = ~T . 

• By induction, it is proved that there are no infinite reduction paths. 

Example 6.4 As promised in 4.2, we show that the condition z = x, and kq = Xj implies g, oF gj 
in the definition of substitution is necessary to obtain the result of the foregoing theorem. 
If we had left out this condition, then 

S ~ z(x, x){x:=z(x, x), z:=z(x, x)} 

would have been a substitution, and S, S, S, ... would have been a reduction path, as S ~ S, and 
S is not in normal form. We can compare S in this example with the {3-reduction of the lambda 
term (AZX.ZXX)(..\zx.zxx)(..\zx.zxx) to itself. See also the comparison between substitutions and 
{3-reduction in Section 5 and in lemmas 9.6 and 9.7. 

Definition 6.5 If /{Xl:=gl, ... ,Xn :=gn} is ~ substitution and h is a pseudomatrix, and there 
is a reduction path of I{x,:=g,} that ends with h, then we will write I[X,:=g" ... , xn:=gn], or, 
shorthand, I[x,:=g,], for h. We can use this nqtation because this h, ifit exists, is unique (4.8). 

Notice that we have not proved that for each substitution I{x,:=g;}, I[x,:=g,] actually exists! It 
is possible that a reduction path does not end in a pseudomatrix. 
When we speak about I[x,:=g,] in the following, we will implicitly assume that there exists a 
pseudomatrix h such that h = I[x,:=g;]. 
In particular, this convention applies to the definition of substitution in RTT (see Definition 3.9.6). 

The following lemma is easy to prove and will be useful in the next sections: 

Lemma 6.6 

• (" V h)[y,:=g,] = (f,[y,:=g,]) V (h[y,:=!/i]); 

• (~f)[y,:=g;]) = ~(f[y,:=g,]). 
Theorem 6.7 (First Free Variable Theorem) Suppose, S= t{X,:=g" ... ,Xn:=gn} is a sub
stitution, and h = f[x,:=g,]. 
Then Fv(h) = {g, E VI x, E FV(f)} U (FV(f) \ {Xl,'" ,xn}). 

PROOF: We will use induction on the length of the reduction path. 
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• If the length of the reduction path is 0, then S = I = h, n = 0 and the result is immediate . 

• Assume the theorem holds for all reduction paths with length < N, and the reduction path 
from S to h has length N. 
Distinguish two cases: 

I is simple. If the substitution is easy, then the result is proved by a simple observation. So 
assume, the substitution is hard; 1= z(k l , .•• , km ), and 

where Yl < ... < Ym are the free variables of z'. 
Note: z' {y, :=k:} --+ h has a reduction path oflength N -I, so we can apply the induction 
hypothesis on z'{y,:=k:}. Together with the definition of z, and k; as explained in 4.6, 
this enables us to compute FV( h): 

Fv(h) 
IH 

{k; E Vly, Oyez')} U (FV(Z') \ {YI, ... , Ym}) 

{k; E Vly, E FV(Z')} 

{kilki E V} 

{g, E Vlx, E FV(f)} U {y E Fv(f)ly rf. {Xl, ... ,Xn}} 

{g, E Vlx, E FV(f)} U (FV(f) \ {Xl,.'" Xn}) 

At (*) we use the fact that FV(Z') = {YI,"" Ym}. 
At (**) we use the definition of k: as given in 4.6.I(b). 

I is complex. Say: I consists of the simple pseudomatrices !I, ... ,/q. 
Using the result above, and the fact that the reduction paths of the I, must have length 
::; N because the reduction path of I. has length N, we find: 

q 

Fv(h) = U {g, E VI", E FV(/j)} U (FV(/j) \ {Xl, ... , Xn}) 
;=1 

= {g, E Vlx, E FV(f)} U (FV(f) \ {Xl, .. ' ,Xn }) 

• The theorem has now been proved for all reduction paths. 

7 Substitution and types 

The notion of substitution has been defined in the previous three sections, and with this defini
tion, the definition of substitution in RTT is complete. There is still one small gap to fill. In the 
definition of substitution in RTT, it might happen that (notation of Definition 3.9.6) there is no 
pseudomatrix h such that h = I[y:=kj. See also the remark after Definition 6.5. The final goal of 
this section is to prove that such a h always exists. (Corollary 7.18). 
In the meantime, some other important characteristics OfRTT will be proved (Theorem 7.6, Corol
lary 7.9 and Theorem 7.17). 

We defined substitutions without regarding types. But, for a variable of, say, type t" (in a certain 
context r) we only want to substitute things that are of the same type (in that context). Therefore, 
we restrict ourselves to well-typed substitutions: 

Definition 7.1 (Well-typed substitution) Let r be a context, S = f{XI:=g""" Xn:=gn} a 
substitution. 
We call S well-typed in the context r if r I- I : t~', and for all i E {I, ... , n}: 

• If g, E A then X, : 00 E r; 
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• If g, E V then there is ta such that '" : t" E rand g, : t" E r; 

• If g, E P then there is t a such that '" : t" E r and r I- g, : ta. 

If we carry out a substitution, substitution trees may occur at some points. Therefore, we want 
a sensible definition of "well-typed substitution tree", too. Such a tree consists of zero or more 
non-empty and zero or more empty substitutions. We want, of course, that the non-empty ones 
are well-typed, but it is not reasonable to dem'and that the empty ones are, too. These non-empty 
ones are (part of) the final result of the substitution path, and such a substitution may be carried 
out during an application of rule 6, just in order to prove that this final result is well-typed. Such a 
proof is completed only after the full substitution has been carried out, therefore the well-typedness 
of empty substitutions in a substitution tree cannot he demanded. 
We come to the following definition: 

Definition 7.2 (Well-typed substitution trees) Let r be a context. 

• Each well-typed substitution in the context r is a well-typed substitution tree in the context 
r. 

• If TI is either a pseudomatrix or a well-typed substitution tree (in r), and T2 is also either a 
pseudomatrix or a well-typed substitution tree (in r), then TI VT2 is a well-typed substitution 
tree (in r). 

• If T is a well-typed substitution tree (in r), then ~T is also a well-typed substitution tree 
(in r). 

Definition 7.3 (Well-typed reduction) Let r be a context, and S, T substitution trees. 
We say that S reduces to T in a well-typed way (according to r), notation S -->1' T, if S --> T, 
and S is a well-typed substitution tree in the context r. 

Definition 7.4 Let r be a context. A well-typed reduction path in the context r is a reduction 
path So, SI, ... , Sn of substitution trees such that for all m < n, Sm -->1' Sm+I' 

Definition 7.5 If S = j{",:=g,} is a well-typed substitution in a context r, and there is a well
typed reduction path (according to r) from S to a pseudomatrix h, then we write h = f[Zi:=gi]r. 

We must adapt our system of Section 3 a little bit. In rule 6, f[y:=kj must be replaced by 
f[y:=kj"" where r ' = r u {y : t?'}. In rule 7, I[y:=zj must be replaced by I[y:=zjr" , where 
r" = r u {y:t?', z:t?'}. ' 
Remark that rule 6 can only be used if there exists a pseudomatrix h sucb that h = f[y:=kj",. In 
Theorem 7.17 and Corollary 7.18 we prove that such a h always exists. 
The substitutions that occur in rule 7 are always well-typed and can always be carried out. 

As we have a good notion of substitution after our work in Section 4 and Section 6, we can prove 
the theorems that we wanted to prove at the e~d of Section 3: 

Theorem 7.6 (Second Free Variable Theol'em) Assume r is a context, f is a pseudomatrix 
such that r I- I : (t~', ... , t~o)", and "1 < ... <"m are the Iree variables 01 I. 
Then m = n and Xi : t:' E r for all i :S n. 

PROOF: An easy induction on r t- f: (t~l, .. . ,-t~ .. t. For rules 6 and 7, use Theorem 6.7. 0 

Corollary 7.7 II r I- I : (t~', ... , t~o)" and cp is a bijection {I, ... , n} -> {I, ... , n} then there is 
a context r ' and a pseudomatrix I' which is ""equal to I such that 

r ' I- I' . (t"·(') ta.(O»" 
. ip~l)"'" I.p(n) . 
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PROOF: By the second Free Variable Theorem, we can assume that Xl < .,. < xn are the free 
variables of I, and that x,:t:; E r for all i E {I, ... , n}. 
Take n new free variables z, < ... < z. such that z, > y for all y E dom(r). 
Apply rule 7 n times. First on the <p(I)th free variable of I, resulting in 

r I- I . (ta:l ta",(l)-I t a",(1)+l tan ta",p»)a 
1 1· 2"'" ~(l)-l' ~(l)+l"'" n , ~(l) . 

Then on the <p(2)th free variable of I, and so on, finally resulting in 

r I- f . (t a.(.) ta.(n))a 
n n· ,!p(l)"'" cp(n) 

Note that In is a-equal to I, as only variable. substitutions have taken place. 0 

The following lemma shows that orders are superfluous as long as we restrict ourselves to pseudo
matrices (see also 3.4). 

Lemma 7.8 Ilr I- I : (t~·, ... , t~n)" then a = 1 + max(a" ... , an). 

PROOF: Directly from the definition of r I- I : (t~., ... , t~n)a. 0 

Corollary 7.9 (Unicity of type for pseudomatrices) Assume, r is a context, I is a pseudo
matrix and r I- I : (t~', ... , t~n)a, and r I- I : (u:', ... , u~m)'. 
T" (ta. tan)a - ( '. 'm)' . nen l' ... , n - U 1 , ... , Urn . 

PROOF: Immediate from Theorem 7.6 and Lemma 7.S. 0 

We can not leave out tl,e context r in Corollary 7.9. For example, the pseudomatrix z(x) can have 
different types in different contexts, as is illustrated by the following derivations: 

versus 
I- R(a1): 0° I- R(a1) : 0° 4 

x:O°l-xO:(00)1 4 
x: OO,z: (()0)11- z(x): (00, (()0)1)2 

Corollary 7.9 shows that our system RTT makes sense, in a certain way: The type ofa pseudomatrix 
only depends on the context and does not depend on the way in which we derived the type of that 
pseudomatrix. 

We feel that r I- I : (t~', ... , t~n)a tells us also something about the types (in the context r) of 
subtrees 9 of the pseudomatrix I, and their relation to the type of I. To give a simple example, if 
k E P, z E V and r I- z(k): ((t a)a+1)a+2, then.we might expect that not only z: (t a)a+l E r, but 
also that the argument k of z is of type ta , so: r I- k : ta. 
This is worked out in the next theorem. For the proof of this theorem, we need an extension of 
the notion of recursive arguments (see Definition 2.11) to substitution trees, and the two lemmas 
below. 

Definition 7.10 If f{ x, :=g,} is a substitution, then we define 

RA(!{X,:=g;}) ~f RA(!) U {gl, ... ,gn} U U RA(g,) 
giE'P 

For substitution trees 5 V T we define RA(5 V T) ~f RA(5) U RA(T), and for substitution trees .5 

( 
def ) we define RA .5) = RA(5 . 
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Note that if I{x,:=g;} is an empty substitution, then RA(f{X,:=g,}) according to the above defini
tion is exactly RA(f), as defined in Definition 2.11. So the above definition agrees with Definition 
2.11. 

The following lemma states that a reduction doesn't create new recursive arguments. 

Lemma 7.11 Let 8, T be substitution trees, and assume S _ T. 
Then RA(T) ~ RA(5). 

PROOF: We use induction on the substitution tree S. 

o 

1. 5 is a substitution f{ XI :=gl, ... , x.:=g.}. 
Use induction on the pseudomatrix I: 
(a) 1 =R(il, ... ,ia(R))· Then T= R(ii, ... ,i~(R))' where the i; are defined as in Definition 

4.6.1a. 
RA(T) ={ij, ... ,i~(R)} ~ {il, ... ,ia(R),gl, ... ,g.} ~RA(5). 

(b) 1 = z(k l , ... , km). Compute z'(kj, ... , k:") as described in Definition 4.6.1h. 
If 5 is easy then RA(T) = RA(Z'(kj, ... , k:"ll and from the definition of the kis it follows 
immediately that RA(T) ~ RA(5). 
If 5 is hard, say: z'(kj, ... , k:") ~2 gq{y,:=kD = T, then RA(T) = RA(gq )U{ kj, ... , k:"}U 
U':E1' RA(kD ~ RA(5). 

(c) 1 =!J V f,. Then T = TI vT2 where 'j{x,:=g,} ---> T j for j = 1,2. By the induction 
hypothesis, RA(1j) ~ RA(fj {x,:=g,}), hence: 

RA(T) = RA(TJ) U RA(T2) 

~ RA(fdx,:=g;})URA(f,{X,:=g;}) 

= RA(f{ x, :=g;}) = RA(5) 

A similar argument holds if 1 = ~/'. 

2. 5 = 51 V 52, where 51 and 52 are substitution trees. Then T = TI V 52, or T = 51 V T2 , 

where 5j ---> 1j, assume: T = TI V 52 (the other case is similar). 
By the induction hypothesis, RA(T,) <;; RA(S,). A calculation similar to that in case l(c) 
shows that RA(T) ~ RA(5). 
The case S = -,SI is similar. 

Corollary 7.12 Let I{x,:=g,} be a substitution. Then RA(f[x,:=g,j) ~ RA(f{X,:=g,}). 

PROOF: Induction on the length of the induction path from I{x,:=g,} to I[x,:=g,] with the help 
of the lemma ahove. 0 

If we have a derivation of the fact that 1 is a matrix in the context r, and 9 E P is a recursive 
argument of I, then 9 is a matrix, too, as is proved by the following lemma and corollary. 

Lemma 7.13 Assume, we have a derivation ~f r I- f : to for some pseudomatrix /. Lei 9 E 
P n RA(f). Let D. be the unique subset 01 r such that dom(D.) contains exactly all the variables 01 
g. 
Then there is a context D.' ;2 D. and a type ub such that D.' I- 9 : ub occurs in the derivation 01 
r I- 1 : to. 

PROOF: We use induction on the derivation of r I- 1 : t a : 

1. 1 is a basic formula. Then RA(f) n P = (2) and there is nothing to prove. 
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2. The last derivation step was an application of rule 2 with main premises r i f- fi : t:' (i = 1,2), 
and f= It V h· 
Note: 9 E RA(f,) U RA(h), say: 9 E RA(f;). 
By Lemma 3.16, Ll ~ r" so the induction hypothesis gives Ll' and u' such that Ll' :;2 Ll and 
~' I- 9 : ub occurs in the derivation of fi r Ii : t:'. 
Then Ll' f- 9 : u' also occurs in the deriv~tion of r f- f : t" . 
A similar argument holds for f = ~f' . 

3. The last step of the derivation used rule 3 with main premise r' f- f' : t~'. 
As 9 is a pseudomatrix, 9 E RA(f'), and \>y Lemma 3.16, Ll ~ r'. 
With the induction hypothesis, we can determine Ll' :;2 Ll and u' such that Ll' I- 9 : u' occurs 
in the derivation of r' I- f' : t~'. 
Then Ll'1- 9 : u' also occurs in the derivation of r I- f : t". 

4. Use exactly the same argument as in 3. 

5. Use Lemma 3.16 and the induction hypothesis. 

6. The last derivation step used the substitution rule with main premise r 1 I- It : t~l and minor 
premise r 2 I- h : t~' , say: f = It [y:= hl. 
f trivially occurs in the reduction path from It {y:=h} to f, hence by Corollary 7.12, 9 E 
RA(It), 9 = h or 9 E RA(h). . 
Determine (in the first case: Use the induction hypothesis on r 1 I- II : t~l, in the second case: 
take Ll' = r 2 and u' = t~', in the third case: Use the induction hypothesis on r 2 I- h : t~') 
Ll' :;2 Ll and u' such that Ll' I- 9 : u' orcurs in the derivation of r l I- It : t~' (in the first 
case) or r 2 I- h : t~' (in the second and the third case). 
In any case, Ll' I- 9 : u' occurs in the derivation of r I- f : ta. 

7. Use Lemma 3.16 and the induction hypothesis. 

Corollary 7.14 Ifr I- f: t" and 9 E 'PnRA(f) then there is a unique type u' such that r I- g: u'. 

PROOF: Let Ll be the unique subset of r such that dom(Ll) contains exactly the variables that 
occur in g. 
Determine with Lemma 7.13 a context A' 2 A and a type ub such that A' I- 9 : ub occurs in the 
derivation of r I- f : t" . 
By Lemma 3.16, Llf- g: u'. 
With the weakening rule: r I- 9 : u' . 
The uniqueness of ub is a consequence of Corollary 7.9. 0 

Corollary 7.15 Assume, we have a derivation of r I- f : t", and the last step of this derivation 
uses the substitution rule with main premise ~1 ~ II : t~l and minor premise r 2 I- 12 : t~~ I say: 
f=ltW=~· . 
Let h{y, :=k;} be a substitution that occurs in one of the substitution trees of the reduction path 
from 11 {Y:=h} to f, and let 9 E 'P. 
If 9 E RA(h{Yi:=ki}) and Ll ~ r l Uris the context that contains exactly the variables that occur 
in g, then there is Ll' :;2 Ll and u' such that Ll' I- 9 : u' occurs in the derivation of r I- f : t". 

PROOF: Directly from Lemma 7.11 and Lemma 7.13 0 

Theorem 7.16 Let r be a context, and f a pseudomatrix such that r I- f : to'. Let 9 be a simple 
submatrix of f. 

(0) If 9 = R(i l , ... , iQ(R») then ij : 00 E r or r I- ij : 00 for all j:'O a(R); 

(0') If 9 = z(kl ,.·., km ) then there aTe a, t~', ... , t::,m such that z : (t~', ... , t::,m)" E rand 
k j : ti' E r or r I- k j : tf' for al/ j :'0 m. 

PROOF: We use induction on r I- 1 : tgo. 
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1. Assume f is a basic formula. Then 9 = f. It is clear that we are in case (.) and that 
r f- ij : 00 for all j S nCR). 

2. Assume, r == r , U r" and f = f, V 12, and r f- f : t~O is derived by means of rule 2 from 
r 1 I- II : t~ll and r 2 I- h : t~2:i1. 
As 9 is simple, 9 must be a submatrix of It or h, say, fp · 

(.) 9 == R(i1'" .ia(R)' Note: rp ~ r, so: 

. Or 'oOr 'j : ° E p:}'j: E 

and, with the use of rule 5 (weakening): 

rpf-ij :o°:}rf-ij :0°, 

so we are done by the induction hypothesis on r p f- Ip :t~;JO . 
( •• ) 9 = z(h, ... , km ). Use the inductio!, hypothesis, as in case (.). 

A similar argument holds in case f == ~f'. 
3. Assume r f- f : t~O has been derived with rule 3 from the main premise r' f- h : t~1' and the 

minor premise f' I- k : tg~:iI . 
Let g' be the submatrix of h that is transformed into 9 when we apply rule 3 on hand k. 
For the arguments of 9 that are also present in 9', the result follows from the induction 
hypothesis. If k" is an argument that was not present in 9', then it must be the newly 
introduced variable. It replaces an argument k' of g'. 
Note that k' must be "r-equal to k, according to rule 3. By Corollary 7.14, we know that k' 
is a matrix in the context r, and by The~rem 7.6 and Corollary 7.9, we see that the type of 
k' must be equal to the type of k. 
As the newly introduced variable also has the same type as k, the types of k' and k" are the 
same, and we are done by the induction hypothesis. 

4. Assume r f- f : t~O has been derived with rule 4 from the main premise r' f- h : t~l' and the 
minor premise r' I- k : t~2:l . 
Let g' be the submatrix of h that is transformed into 9 when we apply rule 4 on hand k. 
If 9 :::; g' then we are done by the induction hypothesis. 
If 9 # g' then 9 = Z(X1, ... , xm), where Z is the newly introduced variable and x, < ... < Xm 
are the free variables of 9'. Xl,"" Xm are in the domain of r', assume: Z:i:t~· E r/, 
Let Y1 < ... < Yn be the free variables of k. 
As g' and k are "r,-equal (by definition: see rule 4 of RTT), m == n, and Yi:t?; E r' for all i. 
As the Yi occur in 9' and therefore in I, Yi :t:; E r for all i. 
By Theorem 7.6 and Lemma 7.8, k musthave type (t~', ... ,t~_)a in the context r'. Here, 
a = 1 + max(a" ... , am). . 
Therefore, the newly introduced variable z has type (t~', ... , t~-)" in the context r. As the 
YiS have type t:; in r, the results of ( •• ) are clear now. 

5. Trivial. 

6. Assume, r ~ f : tg o has been derived with rule 6 from the major premise r' I- /' : t~11 and 
the minor premise r" f- k : t~~', say: f = f'[y:==kJ. 
Let So, S" ... , Sp be the reduction path from f'{y:=k} to f'[y:=kJ. This path is well-typed. 
Let h{Yi:=g;} be a substitution that occurs in one of the Sj. We prove (*) and (**) for simple 
submatrices 9 of h, g1, ... , gn (as far as the giS are pseudomatrices, of course). We do this by 
induction on j. . 

• j = 0: Then h{Yi:=g;} = f'{y:=k} and the results follow from the induction hypotheses 
on f' and k . 

• Assume we have proved the theorem for Sj. Use induction on the substitution tree Sj to 
prove the result for Sj+1: 

(a) Sj is a substitution h'{Xi:=ka. 
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o 

1. hi = R(i" ... , ie(R»)' Then Sj+' = h = h'[Xi:=kiJ, and 9 = h. 
As the substitution is well-typed, all the arguments of 9 are of type 00, because 
those of hi are, by the inducti~n hypothesis. 

11. hi = z(k" ... , km). If the substitution is easy, then hold an argument similar to 
the case hi = R( i" ... , ie(R»)' 
Now assume the substitution is hard. Note that h = k: for some i, and as we have 
proved the result already for sfmple submatrices of ki, we are done for h. 
If 9 is a simple submatrix of :gq then either 9q = k; and we are done again, or 
g, = ki . In the last case, use Corollary 7.15: There are contexts 11' and 11 such 
that dom(l1) contains exactly the variables of g" 11 <; 11', 11' I- g, : ub occurs in 
the derivation of r I- I : t~O, 11 <; r. 
Use the induction hypothesis on 11' I- gg : ub to obtain the desired result. 

iii. hi = h, vh2. Then Sj ----+ T, VT2, where h,{xi:=kl} ---> T, and h2{Xi:=kl} ---> T2· 
The result follows from the results for hi {Xi :=kl} ---> T;. A similar argument holds 
if h' = -,h". 

(b) Sj is a substitution tree. Use a similar argument as in (a)iii. , 
7. Directly from the induction hypothesis. 

With the theorems 7.6 and 7.16 we can prove that a well-typed substitution always can be carried 
out: 

Theorem 7.17 II S is a well-typed substitution tree in the context r then there is a well-typed 
substitution tree T such that S --->[' T, or there is a pseudomatrix I such that S --->[' I· 

PROOF: 

o 

1. S is a substitution: S = I{x,:=g" ... , xn:=gn}. 

(a) If 1= R(i" ... ,ie(R») then note that each Xi that occurs free in I has type 00 (7.16), 
and that therefore S ---> R(i~, ... , i~(R» as described in 4.6.1(a). 

(b) If f = x(k1, ... ,km ) and S is easy then note that z can not have type 00 (7.16). So 
if x = Xi then gi f/; A because of the well-typedness of the substitution, and therefore 
S ----+ x' (k'" ... , k:") as described in 4.6.1(b). 
If S is hard then determine zl(k;, ... ,'k:,.) as described in 4.6.1(b). x' must have the same 
type as z because the substitution is well-typed. According to Theorem 7.16, there are 
t~l, ... , t~m 1 a such that z : (til, ... J t~m)a E r 1 hence: 

r I- I. (t a• tam)a z. 1"'" m . 

Theorem 7.6 assures that z' has exactly m variables, say, Yl < ... < YmJ and that 
Yi : ti' E r. Moreover, Theorem 7.16 assures that ki also has type ti' in the context r. 
Finally, we need to check that for an! sub matrix 9 = z"(kr,.·., k~) of z', z" = Yi and 
k~ = Yj implies k: '" kj. Apply Theorem 7.16(**) on r I- Zl : (t~·, ... , t~n)a and g. This 
yields that z" and k~ have different types in r. Therefore, the types of ki and kj are 
different, too. By unicity of types, k~ and kj can not be equal. 
Hence z'{Yi:=ka is a well-typed substitution. 

(c) If 1= 11 V 12 and we know already that I,{Xi:=g;} and l2{xi:=gi} reduce to pseudo
matrices or well-typed substitution trees (say, T, and T2 ), then it is easy to see that 
S --->[' T, V T2, and that T, V T2 is a well-typed substitution tree. 
A similar argument holds for the case, I = ~/'. , 

2. If S = T, V T2, where T, and T2 are substitution trees, a similar argument as in l(c) shows 
that S reduces to a well-typed substitutio;, tree. 
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Now we are ready to fill up the last important gap in the definition of substitution in RTT: 

Corollary 7.18 Assume r u {y : t~'} t- f : t a and r t- k : t~' are the main and minor premise of 
rule 3.9.6. Then there is always a pseudomatrix h such that h = J[y:=klru{y,,;'}' 

PROOF: f{y:=k} is a well-typed substitution in the context ru {y: ti'}. 0 

8 Matrices in the Principia Mathematica 

We wonder whether our definition of matrix (see 3.10) coincides with the definition of matrix that 
was given in the Principia. To answer this, we need a clear view on which pseudomatrices are 
matrices in RTT, and which are not. We develop this view in some lemmas below. 

We do not distinguish between pseudomatrices that are a-equal, nor between types (t" ... , tn ) 

and (t~(I)"'" t~(n»)' 
This is justified by Corollary 7.7 and by the fact, that matrices that are a-equal are supposed to 
be the same in the Principia, too. 
We define the notion "up to a-equality" formally: 

Definition 8.1 Let f E P, r a context, t a a type. f is of type t a in the context r up to a-equality, 
notation r t- f : ta(mod a) ifthere is f' E P, a context r' and a bijection <p : V -> V such that 

• r' I- /' : to; 

• f' is the pseudomatrix resulting from f if each variable x is replaced by <p(x) (so: f' and f 
are a-equal via the bijection <p); 

• x < y =? <p(x) < 'P(Y) for all x,y E dom(r); 

• r' = {<p(x):u'lx:u' E r}. 
We say that f is a matrix in the context r up to a-equality if there is a type u' such that 
r t- f : u'(mod a). 
We say that f is a matrix up to a·equality if there is a context r such that f is a matrix in r up 
to a-equality. 

Definition 8.2 We define the notion of free type: 

1. 0° is a free type; 

2. Ift~l, ... , t~ .. are free types, then (t~l, ... , t~ .. )O is a free type. Here, a = max(al 1 ••• I an) + 1; 
if n = 0 then we take a = O. 

3. All free types can be constructed using the construction rules 1 and 2 above. 

We have an important extension of Lemma 7 .~: 

Lemma 8.3 If r I- f : ta then t a is a free type. 

PROOF: Induction on r t- f : ta. D 

Lemma 8.4 For all free types t a there are f and r such that r t- f : ta. 

PROOF: We use induction on free types. For ~he sake of clarity, we leave out the orders in this 
proof. This is justified by Remark 3.12. 
The case t = 0 is trivial. 
Now assume t = (tb ... ' t m ), and for all i :5 m: 

r, t- f, : t, 

and Xi,I < ... < Xi,m,: are the free variables of Ii. 
Take variables ZI < ... < Zm such that x < z, f?r all x E dom(r,). 
Distinguish 2 cases: 
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• t, = o. Then make the following derivation: 

r, I- R(f,) : 0 r, I- I, : 0
3 r" z,:o I- R(z,) : (0) 

Write ~, = r, u {z,:O}, and g, = R(z,) . 

• tj =F o. Because of Theorem 7.6, there are types Ui,l, .. . , Ui,mi such that xi,i : Ui,j E ri and 
ti = (Ui,l"",Ui,m;)' 
Now use rule 4 of RTT: 

r,I-/,:t, r,I-/,:t, 4 

Use the induction hypothesis on t, and determine k j and r',j such that r',j I- kj : U',j for all 
j:5 mi· 
We can assume that the domains of the contexts {zi:td, r'J fi,11 . .. 1 fi,m; are pairwise disjoint. 
Let ~, be the union of these contexts. 
Now we apply rule 6 mi times (sometimes we need to use the weakening rule before and after 
we apply this rule, but we do not write this explicitly here): 
First, on ki,l: 

,6,i I- Zi(Xi,l, ... , :Ci,m;) : (Ui,l, . .. J Ui,mp t l ) Ai \ {Xi,l:Ui,l} I- ki,l: Ui,16 

,6,i I- zi(ki,l,Xi,2, ... ,Xi,mJ: (Ui,21.··,Ui,m;,ti) 

Then on k',2: 

.6., r zi(ki,l, Xi,21 ... , Xi,m;) : (Ui,2J .. . , Ui,m;, t l ) il, \ {Xi,2:Ui,2} I- ki ,2 : Ui,2
6 

.Lli l- zi(ki,l, ki ,2, Xi,3l."" Xi,mJ : (Ui,3)"" Ui,mi! t,) 

and so on. Finally, we reach: 

~, I- z,(k"" ... , k',m;) : (t,) 

Write Yj = zi(ki,l, ... , ki,m;). 

For i = 1, .. . ,m we now have: 
~, I- g, : (t,). 

We can assume that x < y for x E dom(~,), y E dom(~j) with i < j. 
Write ~ = ~, U ... U ~m. 
Apply rule 2 (m-l) times to obtain: 

o 

Corollary 8.5 t a is a lree type il and only il there is a context r and I E A u P such that 
r I- I : ta. 

PROOF: From Lemma 8.3 and Lemma 8.4. 0 

Example 8.6 We find a pseudomatrix I and a context r such that r I- I: (00,00,«00)1)2)3. 
For reasons of clarity and space, we leave out the orders, again. We follow the proof of Lemma 8.4: 

• First of all, we have to find contexts r"r2,r3 and pseudomatrices ",12,," such that r,l
" : 0, r 2 I- 12 : 0 and r3 I- '" : «0)): 

1. Take r, = 0,,, = a1; 

2. Take r 2 = 0; h = a1; 
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3. To find ra and fa, we need to carry out the proof of Lemma 804 on the type «0)). The 
reader is invited to check that we can take ra = {zl : (o)} and fa = Zl (al)' 

• We take three new variables, xl for r l r!I : 0, 11 for r 2 r h : 0 and Z2 for ra r fa : «0)). 

1. We derive for !I: 
rR(al):O ral :0

3 
xl : 0 I- R(Xl) : (0) 

2. We derive for 12: 
I-R(al):O l-al:03 

Yl : 0 I- R(Yt) : (0) 

3. We derive for fa: 

: 0 5 

• Gall the conclusions of these three derivations: ~l I- 91 : (0), ~2 r 92 : (0) and ~a I- 93 : 
«(0))). 
Finally, we apply rule 2 twice: 

~ll- 91: (0) ~2 r 92: (0)2 ~3 I- g3 : «(0))) 
~lU~2I-glVg2:.(0,0) 2 

and we have the desired derivation. 

Lemma 8.7 Assume Z E V and t a = (t~·, . .. , t~·)a is a free type. 
Moreover, assume Xl < ... < Xn are distinct variables, and z > Xi for all i. 
Then {z : t a} U {x, : tf' jl ::; i ::; n} I- Z( Xl, ... , X n) : (t~' , ... , t~· , tala+! (mod,,). 

PROOF: Use Lemma 8.4 to determine f and r such that r I- f: tao 
As we are only interested in the derivability of ;:(X1' .. " xn) up to o:-equality, we may assume that 
FV(!) = {Xl, ... , xn} and that X, : ti' E r for all i::; n. 
Now use rule 4 of RTT to deduce 

o 

Lemma 8.8 If kl , ... , kn E A U V U P, t a = (t~·, ... , t~·)a is a free type, r I- k, : ti' for all 
k, E AU P and k, : tf' E r for all k, E V, and Z E V \ dom(r), then z(kl , .•• , kn ) is a matrix in 
the context r U {z : t a} (up to ,,-equality). 

PROOF: With the use of Lemma 8.7, we make a derivation of 

{z:ta} U {x;:tf' jq$i::;n} I- Z(Xl, ... , xn) : (t~·, ... , t~·, t a)a+1(mod ,,). 

Find (with Lemma 8.4) kj, ... , k:" such that 

• k: = k, if k, E Au P; 

• k: E A U P has type tf' in a context ~, if k, E V; 

• d, the union of the contexts r and the diS, is·a context. 

• For k, E V: k: =a,I' kj if and only if k, = kj .23 

23 One might wonder whether there are enough pseudomatrices of one type that are not Qr-equal. Lemma 8.4 
provides only one pseudomatrix for each type. But if we have that pseudomatrix, say k, then we use rule 2 of RTT 

to create ...,k, -,...,k, ...,...,-,k, etc. k, -,k, ...,...,k, ... are all ar-different and of the same type as k. 
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Apply rule 6 m times (as in the proof of Lemma 8.4), and where necessary the weakening rule, to 
obtain: 

A I- z(k\, ... , k;") : (t")"+1(mod a). 

Now introduce, with rule 3, new variables for the ki which are not equal to ki, to obtain a matrix 
that is a-equal to z(k" . .. , km). 0 

Example 8.9 Let r = {x:O, y:O}, k, = k2 = X, ka = Y and k. = al' We show that z(k" k2, ka, k.) 
is a matrix in the context r u {z:(O, 0, 0, OJ} (up to a-equality). 
We use Lemma 8.7 to make a derivation of 

We define ki = a2, k~ = a2, k~ = a3 and k' = al, and: A = {z : (0,0,0,0), Xl : 0, X2 : 0, x3 : 
0,X4:0}. 
Now we apply rule 6 four times (after each application, we must use the weakening rule. We do 
not write this down in the picture below): 

Finally, we re-introduce some variables with rule 3: 

AU {zl:0} I- z(z1> Zl, a3, al) : «0,0,0,0),0) AU {zl :O} I- a3 : 0 

Au {Zl :0, z2:0} I- Z(Zl; Zl, Z2, al) : «0,0,0,0),0,0) 

To obtain a result of type (0,0, (0, 0, 0, 0)), we apply rule 7 on the variable z. 

Lemma 8.10 II I and g are pseudomatrices, r, I- I : (t~', ... , t~·)", r2 I- g : (u;', ... , u~m )b, 
and r, U r 2 is a context, then I V g is a matrix in the context r, U r2 (up to a-equality). 

PROOF: For reasons of clarity, we again leave out the orders of the ramified types. We can not 
simply apply rule 2 of RTT, as the contexts r,: and r, may not obey to the condition on them in 
rule 2. To solve this problem, we make a little roundabout. 
Lemma 8.7 makes it possible to derive 

A,I- z,(x" ... ,xn): (t" ... ,tn,(t" ... ,tn))(mod (a) 

A21- Z2(Y',' .. ,Ym): (u" ... ,um,(u" ... ,um))(mod (a) 

in suitable contexts AI, .6. 21 such that 61 U.6.2 is a context. 
We can assume that {x" ... ,xn} = FV(f) and,{Y', ... ,Ym} = FV(g) and z, % Z2. 
Determine (with Lemma 8.4) a context A and for each x, E FV(f) n FV(g) pseudomatrices k" k: 
such that 

• AI- k, :tfi; 

• AI- k~ : tfi; 

• ki ==a,~ ki ; 
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• if x is a variable in ki and x' is a variable in ki then x < x';24 

• ~I U~2 c;:;~. 

Use rule 6 to substitute these kis for Xi in Zl(X1 1 "" xn) and also for Xi in Z2(Yl", '1 Ym), resulting 
in matrices I' and g' . 
With some appropriate applications of rule 7, we can obtain: If x is a variable of f', and x' is a 
variable of g', then x < x' . 
Lemma 3.16 allows us to assume that I' was derived in a context di that has exactly the variables 
of t' as domain, and that g' was derived in a context ~j that has exactly the variables of 9' as 
domain. 
Now we can apply rule 2 and form di U d~ r I' V g' : v for a certain type v. 
With rule 3, we replace the k,s and kl. that were introduced before the application of rule 2, by 
variables. 
Upto a-equality, we have now a derivation of Zl(Xl, ... , xm)V Z2(Yl, ... , Yn) in the context dl Ud2' 
Now we substitute f for ZI and 9 for z, and we obtain a derivation of t' V 9', as desired. 0 

Example 8.11 From {x:(O), y:«O))} I- y(x) : «0), «0))) and {x:(O), zoO} I- x(z) : «0),0) we make 
a derivation of {x:(O), y:«O», zoO} I- y(x) V x(~) : «0),0, «0))). 
With Lemma 8.7, we derive 

{x:(O), y:«o)), Y1 :«0), «o»)} I- hex, y) : «0), «0)), «0), «0)))) 

{x:(O), zoo, zd(O), o)} I- zl(x, z) : «0),0, «0), 0)) 

The only ''problematic'' variable is x, so we substitute something of type (0) for x. 
We extend our contexts with 12:0 and z2:0 respectively. 
In 11 (x, y), we substitute R(Y2) for x and in zl (x, z) we substitute R(Z2) for x. At that point, we 
can apply rule 2: 

{y:«O)), yd(O), «0))), Y2:0} I- H(R(Y2), y) : (((0)), «0), «0»))) 
{z:~, zd(o), 0), z2:0} I- zl(R(z2), z) : (0, «0), 0), 0) 

{y:«(O», yd(O), ((0))), Y2:0, zoO, zd(o), 0), z2:o} I

Y1(R(Y2), y) V Zl(R(Z2), z) : «(0», «0), «0»), 0, 0, «0),0),0) 

Then we re-introduce the variable x. We cannot use the name x for it, but use z3 instead. We 
obtain the matrix 

11 (z3, y) V Zl (Z3, z). 

Finally, we substitute y(x) for Y1, which results in 

and x(z) for zl, and obtain our final result 

This is a result of type «(0»,0, (0». 
We obtain a result of type ((0), ((0», 0) if we apply rule 7 two times: first on the variable y, and 
then on the variable z. 

Theorem 8.12 Let f be a pseudomatrix. f is a matrix (up to Oi-equality) if and only if 

1. f = R(i l , ... , ia(R), or 

UIt is not hard to see that this can be done: For each variable x E V there is y E V such that x < y (this is an 
assumption we made in Section 2) 
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2·I=z(k\, ... ,km), 
z does not occur in kl' ... , km, and 
there is a context r such that lor all ki E P, r f- k,:t~; (mod a) and FV(f) ~ domer), 
or 

3. I = ~f' and f' is a matrix (up to a-eq~ality), or 
1= 11 V 12, there are contexts r, and types t, such that r, f- Ii : t,(mod a), and r\ u r 2 is 
a context. 

PROOF: 

=;. If I is simple, then use Theorem 7.16. 
If I = ~11 or 1=11 V 12, I a matrix in the context r (up to a-equality), then we have to 
prove that 11 and 12 are matrices up to a-equality. We'll give the proof for /J. 
Let g\, ... , gm be the simple submatrices of 11. 
Ifgj = R(i\, ... ,ia(R), then use Theorem 7.16(*) to see thatgj is a matrix in the context r 
(up to a-equality). " 
If gj = z(k\, ... , kn), then use Theorem 7.16( .. ) and Lemma 8.8 to see that 9j is a matrix in 
the context r (up to a-equality). 
With the help of Lemma 8.10 (for the introduction of the V-symbols) and with rule 2 of RTT 

(for the introduction of the ~-symbols) we see that 11 is a matrix in the context r (up to a
equality). 

<= l. This is immediately clear for pseudomatrices of the form R(i\, ... , ia(R). 

o 

2. Determine u' such that z : u' E r. 
Let r' = r \ {z:u'}. 
Define ul; for all i as follows: 

• If k," E A then u'; ~f 00. , , 
• if k, E V then u~; is the unique t a such that k,:ta E r' (as k, oF z, ki E dom(r)); 

• if ki E P then u~; is the unique t a such that r' f- k,:ta (as z does not occur in ki, k, 
is a matrix in r') 

Let r" ~f f' U {z : (U~l l' .. , u~ )max(b1, ... ,bm)+li}. 

With Lemma 8.8: I is a matrix in the context r" (up to ar,-equality). 
3. Assume I = ~/' and f' is a matrix. With the use of rule 2 of RTT, it follows immediately 

that also I is a matrix. 
Assume I = 11 V 12,11 and 12 are matrices in contexts r\ and r2, and r = r\ ur2 is a 
context. By the method presented in the proof of Lemma 8.10, it is possible to make a 
derivation of I in the context r (up to a-equality). 

We can now answer the question whether our matrices (as defined in 3.10) are the same as the 
matrices of the Principia. 
First of all, we must notice that all the matrices from Definition 3.10 are also matrices of the 
Principia: This was motivated directly after we defined system RTT. 

Moreover, we proved (in 8.12) that if I is a pseudomatrix, then the only reasons why I cannot be 
a matrix (according to Definition 3.10) are: 

• There is a submatrix25 z(k1, ... ,km) of f in which z occurs in one of the ki's; 

• There is a submatrix z(k\, . .. , km ) of I and a j E {I, ... , m} such that kj is a pseudomatrix, 
but not a matrix. 

25The definition of submatrix can be found in 2.6 
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Pseudomatrices of the first type cannot be m~trices in the Principia, because of the vicious circle 
principle. 
Pseudo matrices f of the second type cannot be matrices in the Principia, because the only pseu
domatrices that can occur in z( kl' ... 1 km ) must be matrices in the Principia. 

We conclude that we have described the matrices of the Principia Mathematica with the formal 
system RTT. 

9 The A-notation revisited 

In Section 5 we introduced a different notation for pseudomatrices, based on A-terms. In this 
section we show that this A-notation has many advantages to our original notation, not only with 
respect to reduction, but also with respect to '~ontexts and free variables. 

First we extend the definition of "corresponding A-term" of Section 5 to substitution trees: 

Definition 9.1 If f is a pseudomatrix, then we will write j for the corresponding A-term (that 
was defined in Section 5). 
If S is a substitution, then we will write S for the corresponding A-term (also defined in Section 
5). 
We now extend the notion of S to substitution trees: 

- - -def--
If T[ and T2 are substitution trees with corresponding A-terms T[ and T2, then T[ VT2 = VT[T2. 

If T is a substitution tree with corresponding .\-term T, then -,T ~f -,r. 
Remark 9.2 The reader might wonder why j is defined as above. At first sight it looks more 
reasonable to define it in another way, for instance, for f = R(x1, x2) one might want to define 
j = AX1x2·Rx1x2· 
The reason that we do not define it that way has immediately to do with substitution. If we want 
(in this example) to substitute 1 for X2 in order to obtain R(x1, 1), the notation AX1x2.Rx1x2 and 
the notion of ,B-reduction forces us to substitu~e something for Xl as well, and we might not want 
to substitute something for x1 (except, maybe, x1 itself). 
Another motivation for our definition can be fpund in the following lemma. 

Lemma 9.3 If f is a pseudomatrix then the free variables of f are exactly the tree variables of 
the A-term j. 

PROOF: Trivial. 0 

Lemma 9.4 If f and 9 are pseudomatrices, and j == ii, then f = g. 

PROOF: Trivial. 0 

The A-notation not only gives an extra motivation for the definition of free variables of a pseudo
matrix (this definition was already discussed in Remark 2.4) but also provides a better look on the 
double role that variables can play in pseudomatrices. 

Example 9.5 Look at tile pseudomatrix f d~f z(x, R(x». It seems as ifthere are only two different 
variables in this pseudomatrix: z and x. 
But when we look at j = zx(Ax.Rx), we see that x plays a double role: Its first occurrence is free, 
while its last occurrence is bound by the A. It would have been better if we had taken two different 
variables for the two occurrences of x, and to write, for instance, z(x1' R(x2)) and zx1 (Ax2.Rx2) 
instead. 

The convention to take different variables for bound and free variables is well known in A-calculus 
as the "variable-convention" or "Barendregt-convention" (see for instance [1]). We can assume this 
convention also for our pseudomatrix in the following form: 
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"If we have a pseudomatrix of the form Z(kl' . .. , km ), and ki E P for a certain i, then the variables 
in ki are supposed to be different from the free variables in Z(kb ... , km )." 

We use this convention also when handling su?stitutions: 

"If S = f {Xi:=Yi} is a substitution, then the variables occurring in the gi's are supposed to be 
different from the free variables in f." 

The Principia allow us to introduce a variable convention, as there is written26 : "we will write the 
function itself '<pi;' (Any other letter may be used in place of ,,)" (The notation <pi; is used in the 
Principia to indicate that i.p is a propositiona~ function (we would say: pseudomatrix) with one 
free variable: x.). It appears that in the Principia, no distinction is made between propositional 
functions (pseudomatrices) that are, in our terminology, a-equal (see Definition 2.5). 

If we accept this variable convention, then our notion of reduction is almost the same as ,B-reduction 
in A-calculus, as can be seen in the following lemmas . .B-reduction will be denoted by ""'p and -»p 
as usual. 

Lemma 9.6 Let S be a substitution tree, and S --> T. Then S -»p T. 
PROOF: From the definition of reduction, 4.6. We use the enumeration and the notations of 4.6. 

o 

1. S is a substitution f {"i :=gi}. 

(a) f = R(i
" 

... , ia(R)). As S --> T, all gis must be either variables or individuals, therefore 

= (,\", .. . "n.Ri, ... ia(R))g, ... gn 

(Ri1 ... ia(R))['" :=g,] ... rZn:=gn] 

Thanks to the variable convention, t~is is equivalent to Ri~ .. ' i~(R)' 

And this is of course equal to T. 
(b) f = z(k" ... , km). The "easy" case is handled in the same way as l(a). 

For the hard case: Let gl = gi if gi E A u V; gl = '\'" ... "p.iii if gi E P and "1 < ... < "p 

are the free variables of gi. 
Note that T = z' {y,:=kn, hence 

T = ('\Y1 ... Ym.;')k? .. k;:', 

where k'J = ~ if kj is variable or individual; kj' = ..\Zl ... zp.k'. if kj is pseudomatrix with 
free variables Zl, ... , zp (in alphabetical order). J 

Due to the variable convention, also 

(c) Easy. 

2. S is a substitution tree. Easy. 

Lemma 9.7 Let r be a context, and S a well-typed substitution tree in this context. Assume 
S -»p M for some '\-term M. Then there is a substitution tree T such that S -->r T and 
M ...... p T. 
PROOF: Note that S reduces to a normal form, according to Theorem 7.17, say T is this normal 
form. 
By a repeated application of Lemma 9.6, S -»p T. 
Now use the Church-Rosser theorem for .B-reduction and the fact that f is in J3-normal form to 
obtain: M -»p T. 0 

26Introduction to the 2nd edition, Chapter II, Secti0I?- II, page 40. 
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When we look at typed A-calculus, we see that much information on types is "stored" behind the 
AS. 
In our system RTT, the contexts sometimes playa clumsy role. Especially in the rules 3, 4 and 6, 
where the context r' of the conclusion is defined in an indirect way. The main reason for this is 
that contexts also contain type-information on bonnd (non-free) variables. 
If we store the information on the non-free variables "behind the A's" , contexts only need to contain 
information on free variables. Then, in rules 3 and 4, r' can be replaced by r u {z: u}; in rule 6, 
r' can be replaced by r (see also Theorem 7.6). 
Moreover, in rule 3 and 6 the contexts of minor and major premise can differ now (and will differ, 
according to the variable convention). 

Rules 3, 4 and 6 now become: 

3. If r f- f : (t~', ... , t::,rn)a, and k E Au P is an argument of f, and A f- k : t::',,+"'i' , and y < z 
for all y E dom(r), then 

r U {z . tarn+'} f- h' (ta, tarn+,)max(a,arn+,+1) . m+1 . I" .. , m+1 

Here, h is the pseudomatrix obtained by replacing the arguments k' of f which are ar-equal 
to k by Z"'I ... xp (where "'I < .,. < "'p are the free variables of the k' in question). 

4. If r f- f : (t~', ... , t::,rn)a, and r f- 9 : t::,rn/I" and y < z for all y E dom(r), then 

r U {z . t arn+'} f- h . (t a, t arn+, )max(a,arn+,+I) 
. m+1 1 I" • . , m+1 . 

Here, h is the pseudomatrix obtained by replacing the submatrices g' of f which are ar-equal 
to 9 by Z"'I .•. "'p (where "'I < .,. < "'p are the free variables of tbe g' in question). 

6. If y is the ith free variable in f (according to the alphabetical order), and r u {y : t:'} f- f : 
(trt, ... , t~ .. )a, and .6. f- k : t;', then 

r f- f[ '-k] ..' (t a, ta,-, ta,+, ta.)' y.- rU{Y:~i ,}. I"'" i-I' i+1 , ... , n 

Here, b= l+max(al, ... ,ai_l,ai+l, ... ,an). 

Remark 9.8 In the new substitution-rule 6, there is no relation between the contexts r and A 
any more, and in the conclusion of this rule, a is not present. This can be done because in the 
substitution, all the free variables of k become bound, and therefore, type-information from A of 
such a variable is stored behind the A that binds it. The information in A has become superfluous 
for the conclusion. 

Example 9.9 In typed A-calculus we can write zx(AX:OO.Rx) instead ofz(x,R(x)) (in a context 
where x has type 00, z has type (0°,(0°)1)2). 
We can derive this pseudomatrix as follows: 

The following variants of Lemma 3.16 are easy to prove. The first lemma can be seen as an 
incarnation of the "free variable lemma" in typed A-calculus; the second lemma as a variant of the 
"thinning lemma" . 

Lemma 9.10 If r f- f : t a then FV(f) <;; dom(r). 

PROOF: Induction on r f- f : ta. 0 
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Lemma 9.11 If r f- ta then there is a context 6. such that dom( 6.) = FV(f) and 6. f- f : ta. 

PROOF: Induction on r f- f : ta. 0 

When we look at our renewed system, we see that it has many characteristics of the type systems 
in, for example, the Barendregt cube (see [2]): Rules 1 and 2 provide a "start", rules 3 and 4 
together can be seen as an abstraction rule, r:ule 5 is a weakening rule and rule 6 can be seen as 
an application rule. 
We have variants of well-known theorems as 

• Church-Rosser (4.8) 

• Strong normalisation (6.3, 7.17) 

• Unicity of types (7.9) 

• Free variable lemma (9.10) 

• Thinning lemma (9.11) 

There are of course also differences: 

• In system RTT, the notion of reduction is hidden in the system: the system itself gives only 
pseudomatrices in normal form. This is not the case in cube-like systems. We also use a very 
restricted part of A-calculus. 

• OUf notion of type is a very restricted one, even if we compare it to the types of the simplest 
system in the Barendregt cube, A -. 

• Another difference with modern type systems IS that we use constants of various kinds 
(0,1, ... , but also R, S, V,~) in an explicit way. 

• Variables are not pseudomatrices. In modern type systems, a variable is a term. We cannot 
have this in our system. In [10], Russell writes27: "A variable is not any term simply, but 
any term as entering into a propositional function." 
In system RTT, we can derive, for instance, 

while, regarding modern type systems, one should expect 

z :00 f- z: 00. 

10 Formulas 

We have not introduced quantifiers yet, though quantifiers are important symbols in logic. 
Quantifiers are the last step towards the definition of (propositional) functions, which are the final 
objects in our Principia-inspired system. 

Definition 10.1 (Formulas) 

• Each matrix is a formula; 

• If f is a matrix of type (t~>, ... , t~·)a in the context r, Q is one of the quantifiers 3, Y, y is 
the ith free variable of f (according to the alphabetic order), then 

. r 1ft (t a> t a;-> t a;+> tan)a' th t t r \ { ta;} Of IS a lormu a 0 ype 1,.·., i-I' i+l , ... , n III e con ex y: i' course, 
FV(Qy:t~;[fJ) = FV(f) \ {y}. 
Like we are used to do with matrices, we write this as a judgement: 

r \ { ·ta;} L Q ·ta;[fJ . (t a> ta;-> t a;+> tan)a y. i r y. i . 1 J"" i-I' i+l , ... , n . 

~~----=-~~--~-27 Chapter VIII: "The variable" , p.94 of the 7th impression. 
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We can extend theorem 7.6 in an obvious way: 

Theorem 10.2 Assume r is a context, I is a lormula with lree variables "'I < .,. < "'m and 
r f- f : (t~l, ... , t~ .. )a. Then m = n and Xi : tf; E r. 

PROOF: By theorem 7.6 and the definition offormula. 0 

Remark 10.3 Note that lemma 7.8 does not hold for formulas in general! al,"" an (notation of 
7.8) are the orders of the free variables in I. It is possible that a formula I obtains a quantifier over 
a variable of an order higher than the a;s. Then a will also be higher than max(al, ... , an) + 1. 

The definition of substitution can be extended to formulas, too. We will not work this out in detail. 

Remark 10.4 A strange consequence of this system is, that things like 'Ix : OO[R(x)] V 3x : 
OO[~R(X)] are not a formula. This is noticed in the second ,edition of [16J28, where, for instance, 
'Ix: 00 [R(x)] V 3x: OO[~R(x)] is defined to be "Ix: 003y: 0° [R(x) V ~R(Y)]. 
Our system only gives formulas that are in prenex normal form, and other formulas are defined by 
their equivalent prenex normal form. 
There is a problem with these kind of definitions: The system is now assumin~ certain logical rules 
or axioms (in this example: the formulas '1x:Oo[R(x)] V 3x:Oo[~R(x)] and '1x:O 3y:OO[R(x) V ~R(y)] 
are equivalent). Therefore it might give some undesired results when a logical system is used that 
does not agree with these rules or axioms. In ~his case, for instance, problems will arise when we 
want to use intuitionistic logic, where the equiyalence of the formulas 'Ix : OO[R(X)] V 3x : OO[~R(x)] 
and 'Ix : 003y : OO[R(X) V ~R(y)] does not holdjn general, see for instance [14]. 
There is an easy solution to this problem: Just skip the notion of matrix, substitute the word 
"formula" for the word "matrix" everywhere ip the definition RTT and add an extra rule: 

8. If ru{y : t:'} I- I : (t~" . .. , t::,m)n and y is the ith free variable in I, then, for any Q E {V, 3}, 

r I- Q ·ta'[f] . (ta, ta,-, ta,+, tam)n y. i . 1· , •• . , i-I' i+l , ... , m • 

Rule 6 must be modified now, as the order of a formula also depends on the order of the variables 
which are bound by a quantifier. The order of the resulting formula f should be 1 + a, where a is 
the maximum of the orders of all free variables and all variables bound by a quantifier in I. 
With this adaption, also an expression like '1X:OO[R(x)] V3X:OO[~R(X)] becomes a formula, and does 
not need to have the same interpretation as the expression '1x:003y:Oo[R(x) V ~R(y)]. 

We must realize that the introduction of this rule 8 yields also some other objects. Up till now, 
all the variables that occur in formulas have a free type. With rule 8 it is possible to introduce 
also variables of a non-free type (use rule 4 of RTT). This is a serious extension of RTT, which is 
certainly not present in the Principia, in which only variables for matrices are allowed. 
On the other hand, we certainly would like to have expressions like z('1",:ta[g]), where 9 is a 
pseudomatrix such that '1",:ta[gJ has a free type. The way to obtain such expressions would be 
substitution of '1",:t a[g] for y in a pseudomatrix z(y). 
We can solve both problems by making restrict'ions to the use of the rules 3, 4 and 6 of RTT. If we 
demand that the type of the minor premise in'these rules must be a free type, no variables of a 
non-free type can be introduced, while substitutions in the style described above are still possible. 

Another reason why Russell and Whitehead presented their system not in this way might be that 
they wanted to stress the fact that the order of a formula depends on the orders of both the free 
variables and the variables bound by quantifiers:that occur in it. To compute the order of a formula 
(in prenex normal form), one should compute the order of this formula without quantifiers: Adding 
the quantifiers afterwards does not change the order of the formula . 

• 
28Introduction to the Second Edition, section III: General propositions of limited scope, pp. xxiv-xxv, and 

Appendix A, giving a chapter *8 which should replace the "old" chapter *9. 
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11 The Axiom of ReducibPity 
We can define a notion of truth in Tarski's style (see [12]) on our formal system. Then our system 
is complete and we can play with it. 
It appears that the system isn't easy to handle with. The main reason for this is the use of the 
ramification. We illustrate this with an example. 

Example 11.1 (Equality) One tends to define the notion of equality in the style of Leibniz [7]: 

x = y ~ 'v'z[z(x) .... z(y)], 

or in words: Two individuals are equal if and only if they have exactly the same properties. 
Unfortunately, the formula 'v'z[z(x) .... z(y)J is not a formula of our formal system, whatever context 
one chooses. We have to write 'v'z : (Oo)n[z(x) .... z(y)J for some n > 1, i.e., we have to specify the 
order of z beforehand. And when two things have the same order-n-properties, it is not sure that 
they will also have the same order-(n+l)-properties. 

Russell and Whitehead tried to solve the problems of the previous example with the so-called 
axiom of red¥cibility. In the following, we translate the relevant notions of the Principia in our 
setting. 

Definition 11.2 Assume, f is a context, f is a formula and f I
Assume FV(f) = {XI, ... ,X.} and {XI : t~" ... ,x. : t~·} ~ f. 
a = max(al, .. . ,a.). Otherwise, f is called impredicative 2 ' 

f : to for some type to. 
f is called predicative if 

Axiom 11.3 (Axiom of Reducibility) For each formula f, there is a predicative formula 9 
such that f and 9 are equivalent. 

Accepting this axiom, it is easy to define equality on individuals: One just uses the formula 

'v'z: (OO)l[z(x) .... z(y)]. 

If f is a function of type (OO)n (for some n > 0), and a and b are individuals for which a = b holds 
(according to this last definition) then also f(a) .... J(b) holds, even if n =1= 1: With the Axiom of 
Reducibility we can determine a predicative function 9 (so: of type (00)1), equivalent to f. As 9 
has order 1, g(a) .... g(b) holds. And because f and 9 are equivalent, also f(a) +-+ fib) holds. 
So with the axiom of reducibility it is possible to define equality in the style of Leibniz. 

An axiom, however, has to be defended. The only argument in favour of the axiom of reducibility 
that is given in the "Principia" is, that "it works". In the introduction to the 2nd edition, the 
writers admit: "This axiom has a purely pragmatic justification: it leads to the desired results, and 
to no others. But clearly it is not the sort of axiom with which we can rest content." This is not 
very satisfying, and therefore is the main objection against the axiom. 
Weyl [15J states that "if the properties are constructed there is no room for an axiom here; it is 
a question which ought to be decided on ground of the construction", and that "with his axiom of 
reducibility Russell therefore abandoned the road of logical analysis and turned from the constructive 
to the existential-axiomatic standpoint". Sinct;: we do indeed construct formulas, we should take 
this objection rather serious. 

Another solution to get rid of the ramification was presented by Ramsey [9J and Hilbert and 
Ackermann [8J. The ramified type theory was invented to keep away the paradoxes that appeared 
in Frege's "Begriffschrift". 
Ramsey and Hilbert and Ackermann divide these paradoxes in two parts: 

• The contradictions that are removed by',pointing out that (because of the Vicious Circle 
Principle 1.1) a propositional function cannot significantly take itself as argument, such 
as the antinomies of Russell, Burali-Forti and Cantor. These paradoxes can be prevented 
without the use of orders in type theory .. 

29cf. [16], Introduction, Chapter II, Section v, p. 53. 
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• The contradictions resulting from ambiguities of language (Richard, Epimenides). Hilbert 
and Ackermann call these paradoxes sernantical. These contradictions are not pure logical 
contradictions, but also based on natur(tl language, which they call a meta-language, a lan
guage which speaks about the formal language of mathematics. Of course, it is also possible 
to talk about this metalanguage, in a meta-metalanguage, and so on. Propositions which are 
partly in the formal language, and partly in meta-language are therefore meaningless, and 
this solves the second class of paradoxes. 

So with introducing the notion of metalanguage, the use of types with orders (ramified types) is 
not necessary to avoid the paradoxes. One can leave out the orders and thus obtain the so-called 
simple type-theory. Simple type theory then becomes the standard for future type systems. The 
basis for these future systems was laid in Chu'rch's formulation of the simple theory of types (4). 
Of course, it is easy to base a formal system of the simple type theory on our system of ramified 
type theorie: One just has to remove all the "superscripts" in the formulas, deduction-rules OfRTT, 
types and contexts. 

12 Conclusions 

In the first sections, we presented a formal type system that remains close to the Principia Math
ematica (RTT, 3.9). In order to make this system we had to take a closer look on substitution 
in general (Section 4). We formalized the intuitive notion of substitution that is present in the 
Principia, and showed its proper behaviour in general (Theorem 6.3), with respect to free variables 
(Theorem 6.7) and with respect to types (Theorem 7.17, Corollary 7.18). 
We showed the relation between this substitution and p-reduction in A-calculus (Section 5 and 
Section 9), and made a comparison between RTT and modern type systems in A-calculus. 
In Section 8 we compared our notion of matrif( to the one in the Principia, and at the end of this 
section, we showed that these notions are exa~tly the same. 
We extended our system to formulas by adding quantifiers (Section 10). Thus we obtained a for
mal system that exactly represents the "propbsitional functions" and the "propositions" of the 
Principia. 
The ramified theory of types is a very restrict~ve system for the development of mathematics, as 
only predicative formiuM are allowed and also-impredicative formiuM a.re used throughout math
ematics. A first solution to this problem was the Axiom of Reducibility. In Section 11 we argue 
that, with respect to RTT, this axiom is unacc~ptable. We also describe the second solution, the 
simple theory of types, and describe how RTT can be appended to form a formal system for this 
simple type theory. 

We only discussed the type theory of the Principia Mathematica in this paper, and didn't look 
at other, more modern type systems. We gave only a quick glance over the simple type theory 
as proposed by Ramsey, Hilbert and Ackermann, and didn't discuss Church's formalization of the 
simple type theory. 
Another point for further research can be the embedding of the above system in one of the systems 
of the Barendregt cube. At that stage, however, it will be hardly possible to maintain the exact 
rules 1-7 of our system RTT and, with them, the philosophy and motivation that is behind the 
original system of Russell and Whitehead. 
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